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ABSTRACT
Hill City is a futurist concept of a town built in and on an artificial hill, saving space and
offering to its inhabitants a sustainable and high quality lifestyle. Material fluxes management in
the context of such a specific architecture raises many challenges and opportunities. As many
different fluxes interact, the network must be designed as a whole. The envisioned system tends
toward a closed-loop ideal. An overview of the water network allows to notice opportunities for
water savings, through rainwater recuperation and implementation of waterless toilets for example.
Particularly, wastewater treatment holds a large potential in terms of nutrients and energy recovery.
Focus has been given to this topic. Several original, environmentally friendly and innovant
technologies were suggested. Namely, three solutions have been chosen and
detailed: phytoremediation which is a natural treatment based on the action of plants; Nereda®, a
microbiological process using aerobic granular biomass metabolism; and Hydrothermal
Methanisation, a technology based on chemical removal of the pollutants in extreme conditions of
high temperature and pression. Assessing and comparing these treatments with the multi-criteria
analysis tool, the most efficient treatment from in an environmental perspective is found to be
Hydrothermal Methanisation. This process holds a great recovery potential for both energy and
nutrients. However, these results have low robustness since this technology is still undergoing
researches. Giving more importance to the cost and reliability aspects, Nereda® being a fieldproven technology appears to be a better option. A variant of the system, diverting urine
for microalgae growth is also possible, this allows almost full recovery of all fluxes, leading to a
quasi closed-loop system. There is also significant potential for materials and energy recovery from
urban waste. Organic waste can be valorized as compost or for biogas production when inorganics
are recycled or incinerated. Urban waste management network can be improved by the pneumatic
collection system adapted to the specific constraints of the hill shape. Furthermore, inhabitants
behaviors influence the global environmental footprint of the city; simple measures, taken at early
stage can have significant overall impact. Cooperation is key, and considering social aspects in
line with the technical features is essential to the sustainability and the success of Hill City.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Hill City: «Living and Working under the Same Roof»
Today, over half of the ever-growing world’s population lives in cities and this percentage
keeps increasing (Broere, 2012). It is a fact that modern cities are reaching their limits. We fear a
shortage of resources such as water, but also fuel that has become essential to us in our modern
lifestyles. We face everyday nuisances of pollution, long transportation time to commute to work and
so on. Our cities are exploding in every direction, letting very little space for green areas, places to
breathe… Sense of community and human connection with nature has been lost along the way, the
modern man spending most of his time in transports, eyes on a screen.
Besides, we are facing an issue of lack of available land. An innovative solution to address
this problem would be to re-consider the construction strategy, building in and on hills. Instead of
skyscrapers; family houses would replace adjoining apartments, increasing life quality. For an
identical building surface, Hill City saves about a third of land space (Steding, 2014); and this does not
even account for all the space inside the hill that can be used for large facilities, thanks to a clever
reverberation system to let daylight access every level. Direct sunlight will access through large
mirrors and therefore the typical drawbacks related to underground space are avoided. Moreover, Hill
City will be in shelter from the wind thanks to its aerodynamic shape, adapted to the wind of the
region. Renewable energies such as wind turbines and solar cells will power the city.
Not only would Hill City address the issue of the lack of space, but will also offer solutions for
the problem of shortage of resources, and suggests a new type of living avoiding the worries of our
century such as traffic congestion, long commute to work, pollution and individualization of society.
The hill structure can host up to 50 000 inhabitants, as well as work, education facilities, and all
services. Organized in a cooperative form, it would allow the sense of community to develop and
people to connect at a more human scale than in the giant urban areas.

Image 1 - Hill City projection

This simple, but yet extremely efficient idea of autonomous, very flexible and creative
landscape offers cosy and sustainable living within a new vision of our modern cities, including great
benefits to society such as energy savings, increased space and ecological living, but also a clear
improvement of urban quality of life.
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1.2 Material Fluxes Management
An essential aspect to be considered while designing a city is its material fluxes network.
Smartly designed networks will lead to energy savings and resources optimization. Therefore, to meet
Hill City vision and values, water and waste management networks must be efficient and adequately
designed. As an ecological, modern and futurist town, Hill City must use the most sustainable ways to
deal with its waters and wastes.
Awareness is increasing about the scarcity of resources and the need for sustainable systems.
In both fields of waste and water treatments, innovative and efficient solutions exist and are being
researched and developed throughout the world to optimise the use of resources and minimise the
environmental impact. The ideal network would be a closed-loop system, as shown in Figure 1, where
we tend towards zero losses and full recovery of materials for further uses.

Figure 1 - General overview of the waste and water system

The report aims to present an overview of the global water and waste networks, starting the
reflexion about this essential aspect and laying the foundations. It also has the ambition to point out
the critical parts and bring attention on several elements to be considered. Basically, the global picture
of the material fluxes network will be presented and its main characteristic or issues will be
highlighted. Additionally, suggestions and ideas of various possibilities that can be chosen
alternatively or combined will be described. The aim is to present the context to the decision maker,
and offer some tracks for inspiration about prospective adapted technologies.

1.3 Focus on Efficient Wastewater Treatment
A very promising aspect of the water network in Hill City is the wastewater treatment. It is
possible to recover energy and nutrients from our dirty water, which opens a great range of
possibilities for Hill City. Therefore, special attention will be given to this topic, in order to find the
most efficient - both from cost and environmental impact perspectives - technology adapted to Hill
City concept, allowing to re-use, recycle, and recover energy and nutrients. A closed-loop system, will
correspond fully to the ambition of being a city both very energetically efficient and parsimonious
2
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with respect to resources. However with the actual stage of knowledge, closed-loop system may not be
guaranteed.
In practice, to have an innovative and operating water management system, material fluxes
have to be considered as a whole. In fact different qualities of water fluxes interact strongly in the
water network (as show in Figure 1). In an ideal case the network works as a closed-loop system,
wastewater is used, treated and reused. Meanwhile nutrients and energy can be recovered. The total
water flow remains constant inside the system, thanks to rainwater harvesting that account for losses.
Drinking water, rainwater and waste management will not be the major concern of this study, but will
be tackled to offer a general coherence and a global vision of the water network.

1.4 Context and Choice of Assumptions
In order to design the material fluxes network, the borders of the system considered must be
defined clearly and some parameters have to be set. It is necessary to have a common basis for the
comparison of technologies, and to rely on the same hypothesis. We propose to work with the
following assumptions:


We suggest to use the meteorological data available for Switzerland, as this country is in a
temperate zone. The assumptions will hold for most of the other locations one could
consider. More precisely, the area between Lausanne and Yverdon has been chosen .This
choice relies on two main reasons; it is well served through both highways and railways
connections. Plus, there would be space for implementation of such a project in the area.



As the principal wastewater inlet is urban wastewater, we will analyse the situation for the
waste coming from households (and common services, commerces… ). The system will
not take into account specific industrial wastewaters.



We will design and calculate the performances and outputs of the selected technologies for
different sizes of Hill City. The scenarii where Hill City hosts 5 capacities of Hill City
respectively 5000, 10 000, 20 000, 30 000 and respectively 50 000 inhabitants will be
analysed.



While addressing the waste management topic, we aim to be coherent with the system
chosen for the water network. Precisely, we will only take into account urban waste,
which is the domestic waste from households, small commerces and industries.
Construction waste and special waste will be left aside.

These are the main choices made to set the context of the project, but this list is not
exhaustive. More assumptions will have to be made throughout the project, especially in order to make
calculations (such as computing the water flows, quantifying water use…). They will always be stated
and supported by explanations, in the corresponding parts.

3
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2 Method
2.1 Objectives
Water and waste flux management are vast and complex topics. The project aims to bring a
good overview of the water network, highlighting the important topics and opportunities to consider
and raising some important issues about the implementation of a water and waste management system.
While creating and organising the network, the purpose is to to reuse, recycle, and recover
energy and nutrients. To do so, we aim to find the most efficient - both from cost and environmental
impact perspectives – technology, matching Hill City’s specificities. The goal is to come the closest
possible to a closed-loop system, minimizing loss and promoting efficient material recovery. A multicriteria analysis will be proposed, compromises have to be made depending on the priorities of the
stakeholder. The treatment systems have to be selected with respect to the specific site (space
available, topography and resources available), economic constraints, technical aspects, the common
thread of the management system (either based on an ecological, feasible, economical or another point
of view) and considering also social aspects.
In this project, we do not have the claim to present one single solution, rather to raise
important questions in order to have a global overview and understanding of the problematic. We aim
to set the basis for the reflexion about material fluxes management in Hill City, opening doors for
further research in each parts. Throughout the project we aim to point out what are going to be the
main concern and challenges in the conception of water and waste networks. We will suggest a range
of possibilities and technologies adapted to Hill City.

2.2 Our Approach
The project is based on an extended literature research, the main task being to collect, and sort
useful information to adapt to Hill City concept. In order to stay concrete and real, we emphasised on
contacting professionals to take advantage of their field experience, their advices and to suggest
coherent systems. Accumulating knowledge on waste and water management possibilities and meeting
specialists raised important problematics and issues to consider, designing a water and waste system.
It led to the understanding of the size of the chosen topic, likely to exceed the context of our design
project. Despite our strong motivation to design precisely the whole waste and water management
network, we had to admit it would require long-term studies and collaboration between experts to
design such a network from the ground up. Furthermore, the design could not be done yet, as Hill City
is still at a conceptual stage, and many required parameters are unknown for now. Calculations
required making hypothesis and estimations. Therefore, it was a struggle to find a suitable angle of
attack, both appropriate to the framework of our academical design project and useful for further
development of Hill City.
We genuinely wanted to bring added value to the project of Hill City, by using our specific
skills. This is the reason why, as environmental engineers, we decided to focus on the wastewater
treatment problematic of the future city. Supported by an extended scientific literature search, we
selected what we believe to be the most innovative and promising treatments
systems. They distinguish themselves from common wastewater treatment facilities through their
sustainable features. To compare these technologies, it appeared to us that a multi-criteria analysis
(MCA) was appropriate. This decision-making tool aims to facilitate the choice between the
alternatives creating efficient streamlines for decision making. The MCA synthesize the characteristics
of the technologies, offering the best compromise while keeping a good overview of the network
during the decision procedure.
However, since every flow of the network is linked, it made no sense to consider only this
topic, and we put strong effort into including it in the global network, therefore having to define and
4
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detail the flows. Thus the project could be considered as a preliminary study giving a basis for further
thorough research in each domain. We have the ambition to show a global picture of the network,
setting the basis for future work on each part. Our suggestions seek to inspire the decision maker and
bring new options from a different perspective to the project. However, they do not claim to be the
best, and remain only suggestions and ideas, that can be chosen or rejected.
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P ART 1 – WATER MANAGEMENT
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3 Water Network
3.1 Water Network Overview
3.1.1

Introduction
The complexity and interdependence of water fluxes interacting in the urban water network
makes its optimisation difficult. However it is a key challenge, since improving water management
network leads to important energy and water savings. Clever design, easy access for maintenance,
reliable pipeline systems and good monitoring will allow an efficient operation, avoiding losses.
Opportunities for nutrients and energy recovery also lie in the water scheme that we aim to recognise
and incorporate.
An ideal closed-loop system as illustrated in Figure 2, could allow the wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP) to reuse all valuable substances present in water. Organic matter would be transformed
into energy, meanwhile phosphate and nitrogen could be singled out from wastewater and reused as
fertilizers. Ideally, Hill City would be also independent water-wise. In this case, it would only be
needed to provide the initial amount of water, which will be treated, used, re-treated and so on,
remaining indefinitely in the system. Harvested rainwater should be enough to account for losses, in
order to keep the system running. We will try to tend, to the extent possible towards this ideal closedloop system, by reusing treated wastewater. An important concern in closed-loop system is to monitor
carefully the water quality to avoid accumulation of persistent pollutants in the network.
Calculations cannot be made very precisely without knowing the specific location of Hill City
and its surrounding water resources (groundwater, watercourses…). Once more data for Hill City will
be available, it will be possible to study in more depth, quantifying and qualifying wastewater
produced. After the treatment, effluent can be partly or fully reused. However we can already say that
a full reuse seems utopic, realistically there will be some losses and rejects from the treated
wastewater to the surrounding environment. The following chart summarizes the fate of water network
in an ideal closed-loop network. Note that the green box highlights the focus of this study.

Figure 2 - Flow chart of the water management system in the ideal vision of a closed-loop system
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3.1.2

Opportunities and Constraints Specific to Hill City
We remark three main specificities of Hill City that we must take into account in the overview
of the network management. The features are:
 The Hill structure, with different altitudes (as shown in Figure 3)
 The proximity of the houses in the architecture of Hill City (as shown in Figure 4)
 The vast space inside the hill, underground, available for facilities (as shown in Figure 5)

Figure 3 - Different altitudes

Figure 4 - Distribution of
houses on the sides of the hill

Figure 5 - Underground
network and facilities

Based on these specific features, we suggest two different water networks which are imagined
uniquely, adapted to the structure of Hill City, taking advantage of its characteristics. These
considerations about the design for both drinking water and wastewater network delivering respectively collect - water to - respectively in - Hill City are identical. These two flows networks
could be implemented in parallel, thus pipeline network could be doubled (one drinking water
pipeline, and one wastewater pipeline).
3.1.2.1

A centralised system
The proximity of the buildings in Hill City have to be considered in the organisation of the
material fluxes network. Using the third dimension and the inner core of the Hill to transport and treat
the fluxes could allow to save on pipelines, transportation facilities and energy. It is the reason why we
think that centralised treatment facilities are a good solution for Hill City. The pipeline network is an
important topic that has to be thought in a sustainable way, taking advantage of the structure and the
organisation of the hill, to allow efficient management. We sketched two types of pipeline network
(Image 2 and Image 3) that represent two suggestions for the basic pipeline system.
Option 1, The Whirl: We imagine a pipeline representing a whirl beginning on top of the hill
collecting and transporting downwards urban wastewater. It aims to illustrate our idea of the network.
As the houses will be built on the sides of the hill, the pipeline system will deliver - respectively
collect - water from house, going around the hill with a slight slope, to access every level.

Image 2 - Sketch from the whirl network concept
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Option 2, The Spider: On each floor of the hill, small pipes will connect the houses and join
into a few main branches, carrying the water to the centre with a slight decreasing slope. There, one
main vertical pipe will direct the flow downstairs, with an important difference in heads, leading to an
important energy recovery from turbine located strategically in this vertical main pipe.

Image 3 - Sketch from the Spider network concept

To assess and compare the optimality of these options, a comparative study must be carried
where precise calculations must be conducted comparing the pipeline length and the difference in
heights and potential for energy recovery from turbines, depending on their locations, in each case.
3.1.2.2

Using altitude to save energy.
The wastewater and drinking water treatment facilities could be located in the lower levels of
Hill City, inside or under the hill. This location would avoid odours problems and visual impact on
landscape. It would also allow water to flow to the treatment facilities using only gravity, with a
smartly designed energy-free pipeline network bringing the water to the bottom. In a nutshell, the
wastewater could be collected at every corner of Hill City, taking advantage of the altitude, the flow
would be directed downhill. Turbines along the way would generate and store energy from the water
flowing. Once at the bottom the treatment facilities would purify the water. However, after being
treated the water has to be pumped back uphill, we could use the stored energy in turbines plus energy
recovered through the treatment to deliver drinking water to every part of the city. Further calculations
based on precise assumptions and a clearly defined system must be carried out in order to know the
energy balance.
3.1.2.3

An underground water network means constant temperatures…
If it is decided to place the treatment facilities at the bottom centre of the hill, then all the
pipes will be underground, carrying water inside the hill. Another specificity of the water network in
Hill City will therefore be that the water will remain at a constant temperature, since it is isolated from
weather variations. It is supposed that the water will thus remain at higher temperatures than the usual
WWTP. Two consequences:


In Switzerland, most of WWTP are designed for a temperature of 10°C. Thus the change in
temperature must be taken into account when looking precisely at the efficiency of the
treatment.



It could be taken advantage of this warm water through heat exchanger, allowing to recover
energy from the warmth of the water. Wastewater heat recovery techniques already exist in
Switzerland (AWEL, 2010).
10
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3.1.3

Flux Quantification
As Hill City is still at a conceptual stage of development, quantifying precisely the fluxes is a
considerable challenge. To calculate the amount of water need and to design the water treatment plant,
one must make several assumptions and rough estimations. We based the calculations on current
national French and Swiss statistics, which we matched to the expected specific characteristics of the
city. However, their robustness will remain low; as these are estimations based on literature search,
and many factual hypotheses specific to Hill City remain unknown. In this chapter we propose two
different systems, the first one is the common unitary system where all kinds of wastewaters are
collected as once by opposition to the separated system, where toilet water (black water) is not mixed
with the rest (grey water). In the latter, we propose another improvement that gives an opportunity to
lower water consumption. That is waterless toilets. In the next sections we explain and justify the
chosen assumptions (in blue in Table 1)
Size of
Hill City

Drinking water
need

Average
Rainwater

[inhabitants]

[m3/day/cap]

[m3/day/cap]

Unitary system
[m3/day/cap]

Assumption per
capita
5 000

0,150

0,048

0,200

Separation of fluxes1
[m3/day/cap]
0,175

750

240

1 000

875

10 000

1 500

480

2 000

1750

20 000

3 000

960

4 000

3500

30 000

4 500

1440

6 000

5250

50 000

7 500

2400

10 000

8750

Wastewater produced

Table 1 - Flux quantification

3.1.3.1

Calculation of Drinking Water Need in Hill City
Based on the data from the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology
(Eawag, 2010), Swiss households consumption of drinking water is 162 L/day, of which one third is
for toilet flushing. The overall Swiss consumption (which includes all industries, commerces etc.) on
the other hand rises to 355 L/capita/day. In the drinking water need, we will not account for toilet
flushing water, washing machine and irrigation water, as water of lower quality such as rainwater,
could be used for these purposes. We believe that for an ecological future city it is of primary
importance to use water resources in a parsimonious way. Therefore, the households’ drinking water
consumption for Hill City should be significantly lower than this of an average Swiss household.
Adding the water needs of commerces within the range of our study, but considering that the
inhabitants of Hill City will follow guidelines for a sustainable way of life, a rough assumption needs
to be made about the overall water need. We estimate the drinking water need to be between 120 and
200 L/day/capita. All calculations will be based on the average of 150 L/day/capita.
Suggestions for water savings will be detailed in section 6.2. Let us remind that we are not
taking into account agricultural and industrial wastewaters.
3.1.3.2

Calculation of Average Rainwater Supply
The availability for rainwater is obviously completely dependent on the location of Hill City.
Let us examine the pluviometry in the chosen study area of Lausanne-Yverdon. Averaging the
meteorological data from year 1993 to 2010, we find an average annual pluviometry of around
1100mm (Hohl, 2012). Assuming the dimensions of Hill City, to be 4km long and 2km wide, so 8km2
for 50 000 inhabitants (and smaller proportionally for less population size),we calculated the rainfall
per capita on Hill City in Table 2. If we would to recover all the rain falling on Hill City, the maximal
volume of rainwater recovery would be 48 L/day/capita.

1

assuming waterless toilets
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Mean daily basis
[mm/day]
3

Volume daily basis
[m3/day]
2410

Volume per capita
[m3/day/capita]
0.048

Table 2 - Rainwater supply

Calculations
Mean daily basis [mm/day] = yearly basis[mm/year] / 365 [day/year]
Volume on a daily basis [m3/day] = mean daily basis [mm/day] / 1000 [mm/m]* Hill City surface
[m2]
Volume per capita [m3/day/cap] = volume on a daily basis [m3/day] / number of inhabitants
One should keep in mind the great variability of this resource. Precipitation is highly
dependent on the season, and may also vary considerably from one year to the other. Therefore the
system needs a storage tank to be able to provide more drinking water to replace the rainwater in dry
times. A valve system will supply drinking water to replace rainwater in times of need (dry season…).
3.1.3.3

Calculation of Wastewater Production

Option 1: Unitary System
The total wastewater production is estimated to 200 L/day/capita, which corresponds to the
lower bond of the average production in Switzerland, this number is very variable and depend on
water facilities, social and cultural aspects specific to the location. Although the sum of treated
drinking water and theorical captured rainwater is slighlty higher, we account for losses and have
slightly overestimated the supply on purpose, for security reasons.
Option 2: Separation of Fluxes with Waterless Toilets
Today, the most common systems in use are single pits systems where all wastewater are
mixed, its main drawbacks are that the energy and nutrient recovery from the wastewater is very
inefficient - and certainly not economically interesting - mainly due to the fact that the organic matter
from faeces and urine is difficult to recover, because they are too diluted (with toilet flushing water).
Some argue that the mixed waters sanitation systems in use nowadays may be a technological deadend. Let us here remind its high building, operation and maintenance costs for no or little recovery of
valuable nutrients and energy (Bracken, 2007).
From this observation, and taking into account the reality of limited resource availability, we
suggest a separate waste stream collection system for Hill City. Furthermore, using fewer water will
allow to recover nutrients from excretes and fertilizers from urine. This way we would be using the
full potential of black water. It must be noted that this is not a great innovation, this concept have been
used for centuries by Celts, Romans, Indians and many more. The excreta and urine will be separated
from the rest of wastewater, and the overall water network will therefore be transformed. Figure 6
illustrates the network for separated flows.
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Figure 6 - Global water network adapted to wastewater separation option

Water for toilet flushing
A considerable advantage of thinking about the water savings possibilities from the first stage
of conception is to install the right appliances in adequation with the network. The use of waterless
toilets would decrease, or avoid the need for harvesting rainwater. To concentrate the organic matter in
the households effluents, water efficient toilets exists and are already used throughout the world. As
much as getting the most recovery from nutrients matters, providing safe and hygienic sanitation is, of
course, of primordial importance. These toilets meet safety and sanitation standards. This aspect has
been on top of our priority while searching for the best solutions, from an energetic and sustainable
point of view, but also from the consumer’s opinion. The comfort of the inhabitant of Hill City is our
concern too. Modern waterless toilets are nothing like dirty smelly latrines. Design and use are similar
to conventional WC in every way. In fact they use build in odour-inhibiting methods, such as fans
pulling air out from the bathroom (Loowatt, 2015). Furthermore, diverting urine (as presented in part
4.6) prevents from unpleasant odours from fermentation occurring when urine and faeces mix.
3.1.4

Pipeline System
Water losses from the distribution network must be prevented in order to avoid wasting
energy. Leaks are responsible for an enormous amount of water lost every day. As a matter of fact, an
efficient pipeline network can lead to important energy savings. As detailed in part 3.1.2.1, the
pipeline network will need to be designed in a clever way, taking advantage of the hill shape, but also
allowing easy access for maintenance. The construction of the hydraulic network will have to meet the
water distribution system design standards and this requires a civil engineering work.
Pipeline material must been chosen according to their use, technical specifications must not be
neglected in order to improve the pipeline lifetime and prevent leakage. Here are a few suggestions of
technical specifications for the water mains that would need further details and precision. The design
of the pipeline system can be based on available Design and Construction standards (Design and
Construction Standards, 2013).
 Pipes in contact with the outside must be chosen to be UV resistant (such as UV
resistant PP)
 Water mains Pipes under pressure can be made from PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) PN10
 Gravitary pipes can be made from HDPE or PVD (CR8)
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3.2 Drinking Water Management
3.2.1

Legislation
Legislation about drinking water in Switzerland is relatively strict, ensuring therefore a great
water quality. Requirements are based on physical, biological and chemical measurements thresholds.
The treatment path shall meet the Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation of 18 April 1999
and of the Federal Act of 24 January 1991 on the Protection of Waters.i The assistant guide (OFSP,
2010) written by several experts, details on a comprehensive way, the processes that should be chosen
to eliminate certain substances. It also details how drinking water monitoring should be set up.
3.2.2

Source & Treatment
The source of Hill City’s waters is obviously highly dependent on the location of the project,
and its surrounding watercourses and sources. If Hill City is as lucky as the city of Evian, and a fresh
water source is available nearby, then the considerations about drinking water treatment may become
superfluous. But we will consider the case – more likely - where it is not as easy, and water must be
pumped from a watercourse or else. The treatment depends on the source and its water quality or
possible pollutants. Possible sources include:
 Groundwater: This resource can be of various qualities, but most likely, groundwater
is quite pure. However, a disinfection is needed and in the case of a hard water, a
softening treatment too. The removal of iron, manganese and ammonia will be a
priority. Two options of treatment are possible. One is a treatment in-situ, where water
with oxygen is injected underground but this solution can become quite costly. The
second option is to pump and treat at the surface. Groundwater may contain industrial
contaminants.
 Surface water (lake, watercourses): Surface waters usually contain a lot of nitrogen
and phosphorus, and may contain contaminants such as pesticides, if influenced by an
agricultural area. More intensive and specific drinking water treatment is thus
required.
 Treated wastewater: In an ideal case of closed-loop system, the input water to be used
by the inhabitants of Hill City, is the treated wastewater. It would need an additional
treatment to be of drinking quality.
The optimal treatment solution depends on the source, and the quality of the input water. Specific
contaminants will require adequate treatment. We propose to present the main steps of treatment,
necessary to most qualities of water (Von Gunten, 2014 & Ball, 2012).

Figure 7 - Scheme of general drinking water treatment (Von Gunten, 2014).




Mixing/Aeration: After a potential preliminary screen to catch macropollutants, the
water is mixed and aerated for homogeneity. A pre-ozonation can also be
implemented at the beginning of the treatment path.
Coagulation/Flocculation: Through the addition of a coagulant (often the chemical
aluminium sulfate), particles are chemically destabilized, leading them to adsorb on
each other and form agregates. Flocculation is a mechanism that enhances particle
collisions, leading to growth of the aggregates in the precipitation basins.
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Sedimentation: The particles are now bigger and heavier, they settle in sedimentation
basins.
Filtration: The goal of the filtration is to remove the remaining suspended solids. This
can be achieved through several techniques. Granular filtration, for example through a
sand filter, is one way. Our suggestion of an adapted drinking water treatment is a
sand or membrane filtration. Gravity-driven membrane filtration is an efficient
process, which can use as an influent the treated wastewater effluent, allowing the
system to be closed-loop. Furthermore, it requires little energy (Eawag, 2010) and no
chemicals, and it is very compact.
Disinfection: Last but not least, disinfection is required in order to remove pathogens
(viruses, bacteria…). Several options are possible to achieve the hygiene
requirements: chlorination, ozonation, or UV-disinfection. In addition, oxidation
processes may be carried to remove micropollutants. Advanced oxidation processes
will not be detailed in the context of this work but must be considered.

3.2.3

Potential for Energy Recovery
Drinking water treatment and distribution consumes a lot of energy, mainly for pumping.
Around 0,4kWh/m3 are used, corresponding to 3 to 6 watts/capita/year (Eawag, 2010). Wouldn’t it be
wonderful to transform the need to purify water to an opportunity for energy production? We suggest
to build a drinking water power plant, which would generate energy to fulfil the needs (or part of the
needs) of the water distribution network. As a matter of fact, in water supply networks, it is possible to
generate electricity through various processes. For example, pressure reduction turbines are currently
operated in around 100 drinking water facilities in Switzerland. Actually, the potential of energy
production is estimated to be around 0.06 TWh (supplying about 20 000 households) over all
Switzerland (Eawag, 2010).
Micro-hydropower systems are also one way of achieving energy recovery from water
distribution network. This technique converts the energy of a flowing fluid into mechanical one
through a turbine, leading to electricity production (at small scales: <100–300 kW, depending on the
flow rate and the head). Several studies find a significant potential in this technique (McNabola,
2014). However, it is still very new and would require further investigations, mainly a precise accurate
analysis about the costs, risks and reliability. Nevertheless, it is a promising technique that offers great
opportunities for Hill City in a few years.
The APA- Hydropower system is also an example of an interesting turbine system based on
the same principle to generate energy. It consists of a Hydropetor which is a water turbine and a
Hydropneumator which is an air compressor. First the hydropneumator generates compressed air
through a water column difference. Then it sends the pressurized air in the hydropetor, (Figure 8)
which, through density differences induces mechanical power, that is simultaneously transformed into
electricity (Göhre Karl-Heinz, 2013).

Figure 8 - Hydropetor (Göhre Karl-Heinz, 2013)
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Other possibilities include pressure reducing valves (Da Silva, 2011) - which reduces
leakage losses by diminishing the flow pressure - and break tank pressure (McNabola, 2011), which
are similar but less versatile. Storage and service reservoirs also can be of interest, if built in a clever
way. As a matter of fact, reservoirs are necessary in any water supply facility to balance the diurnal
demand and the peaks. Systems are made to use this variability in supply, by interconnecting service
and storage reservoirs in order to take advantage of the gravity. This last option holds the highest
energy recovery potential among these three.

3.3 Rainwater Management
3.3.1

Motivation
A main challenge that societies have to deal with is water scarcity. Fresh water resources are
unevenly distributed on the earth surface. Some areas are favoured meanwhile others need urgent fresh
water supply. This topic is important since the beginning of humanity (Gleick & Heberger, 2013) and
is still an important source of conflicts for a lot of countries. With the observed climate change the
future distribution of fresh water will likely to change, rainwater supply is expected to become even
more disparate. Switzerland is fortunate regarding this problematic, it holds many fresh water
resources (glaciers, rainwater, snow, groundwater, and lakes). However rainwater is a resource that is
underemphasized. A sustainable city should take advantage of each local fresh water supply available
to promote an ecological and energy-efficient way of living. Recovering rainwater could be of
primordial importance since it would avoid unnecessary water treatment, save drinking water and
improve water retention.
3.3.2

Rainwater Availability
Mean precipitation in canton de Vaud (Hohl, 2012) has been calculated in section 3.1.3.
Precipitation values have low robustness, incertitude of about +/- 50% is observed on a period of
twenty years. It is unrealistic to think that it is possible to count for full rainwater recovery in Hill
City. In fact we have to consider losses from evaporation, plant transpiration, soil humidity and
operational losses plus, we cannot recover rainfall on total surface.
In this section we will make the assumption that one third of total precipitation can finally be
recovered. Therefore a 33% rough water recovery is estimated. This corresponds to a rainwater
volume of about 16 L/day/ capita to be reused inside Hill City.
3.3.3

Harvesting and Storage
As stormwater is an irregular resource, contributions vary in time and place, thus the
recovering facility needs a storage tank. There are several technologies that are already
commercialized, the choice of the most adapted one will depend on economical and technical
criterion. As Hill City is imagined with green roofs, retention of rainwater will be improved. The
runoff could be collected on each individual roof then filtered through the soil layer. It would allow
the water to undergo simultaneously a natural cleaning step while percolating. The water will then be
recovered in a trough and finally conducted in a storage tank. The soil filtering increases the quality of
the rainwater and would enable the population to use it as a fresh water source. Image 4, shows a
possible yet field proven installation.
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Image 4 - component of a rainwater recovery roof (Kemper System, - )

3.3.4

Rainwater Use
For the quantitative demand of households in Hill City, we will use a statistical study coming
from a research conducted in France (CIEAU, 2012). However these values are likely to be
overestimated since they date from 2006. Plus, the main concern of the future city is to use optimized
technologies to save resources. We will propose general alternatives to save on unnecessary drinking
water use.
3.3.4.1

Household Water Use
Storm water could be recovered for toilet flushing and washing machines. In fact for these two
purposes water does not need to have drinking water quality. A mean national value of 25 L/day/capita
is used for both common toilet flushing and washing machine (CIEAU, 2012). According to these data
it should be possible to cover at least a part of the demand.
3.3.4.2

Water for Irrigation
Irrigation and gardening are another possibility for rainwater reuse inside Hill City. A mean
consumption of 8 L/day/capita is required (CIEAU, 2012). With the estimated rainwater recovery, it is
thus possible to cover the demand for irrigation and gardening.
3.3.5

Energy Production
Another possibility is to take advantage of the shape of Hill City to produce energy. Using the
top of the hill as reference, the rainwater could be collected and conducted straight down the hill
through a channel in the storage tank. A turbine would be placed downwards, transforming through an
altitude difference the flow into energy. Details about energy conversion techniques can be found in
part 3.2.3, as the processes energy generation or identical for both drinking water and rainwater.
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4 Wastewater Management
4.1 Focus on Wastewater Treatment
4.1.1

Overview of the Wastewater Treatment Network
Wastewater treatment is a broad topic, offering many different possibilities to Hill City. We
aim to present several options that can be chosen alternatively or combined, suggesting ideas and
tracks for further analysis of the topic.

Figure 9 - Overview of the wastewater treatment processes

Figure 9 aims to give an overview of the steps involved in a general wastewater treatment
process. When raw water enters in the wastewater treatment plant, it undergoes a so-called primary
treatment (PT). It is based on mechanical separation and removes gross suspended and floating solids
from sewage. Screening bars and/or settling tanks are used for this purpose. Primary treatment can
reduce the Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) of the incoming wastewater by 20-30% and the total
suspended solids by 50-60% (World Bank Group, 2015).
Then, the wastewater is undergoes a main treatment step; the secondary treatment. It is
generally a biological based treatment. Microbes consume the organic matter and nutrients as food,
and convert it to carbon dioxide, water, and biomass. The biological process is usually followed by a
physical removal of biosolids in settling tanks. The majority of TSS and BOD is removed during this
step. In this chapter, we will focus on trying to improve the efficiency of common wastewater
secondary treatments by proposing several alternatives.
Depending on the secondary treatment and on the host environment, water can be released or
has to undergo an additional treatment, which is a chemical process. It can remove more than 99% of
all the impurities from sewage, producing an effluent of almost drinking water quality (World Bank
Group, 2015). Disinfection or additional chemical precipitation are commonly used, however these
technologies are very expensive and require a high level of technical know-how and well trained
treatment plant operators. In the future, advanced treatment are likely to be more and more important
as there is an increasing concern about micropollutants. In fact, without an advanced step those
persistent pollutants typically remain in the water and accumulate. The additional treatment will be
further detailed, in part 3.2 since we consider that ideally, the wastewater treated effluent will become
the drinking water treatment influent, as explained in Figure 2.
4.1.2

Specification of Wastewater
The typical Swiss urban wastewater is mainly soiled by organic waste, but can also contain
phosphate and nitrogen that requires removal. Environmental engineers characterise the water in terms
of concentration of suspended solids and amount of oxygen needed to biodegrade the organics. The
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values in Table 4 (Gujer, 1999) are given for a typical water to be treated after a primary treatment by
decantation. With a wastewater production of 200 L/capita /day, we can estimate the global pollution
load, depending on the size of Hill City.
Explanation of pollution measurement indices
 TSS: Total Suspended solids, contains particulate and dissolved matter with organic and
inorganic solids.
 BOD: Biological Oxygen Demand, it is an indirect measurement of the organic matter
content, it indicates how much O2 is consumed by bacteria when degrading it.
 COD: Chemical Oxygen Demand, it is as well an indirect measurement of the organic matter
content, by indicating how much oxygen is needed to oxidize it into CO2 and H2O.
 TP: Total Phosphorus, contains both phosphorus present in the organic matter, precipitated
phosphorus and all forms of phosphate.
 TKN: Nitrogen, measured as Total Kjedhal Nitrogen which is the sum of nitrogen present in
the organic matter and ammonium (NH4+ and NH3).

TSS
BOD
COD
TP
TKN

Raw wastewater
[mg/L]
200
170
340
6
30

Wastewater after
PT [mg/L]
100
130
260
5.5
28

Table 3 - Typical quality of wastewater (Gujer, 1999)

TSS
BOD
COD
TP
TKN

Typical
pollution
(after PT)
[g/capita/day]
35
45
90
2,3
10

Load for
5 000
inhabitants
[kg/day]
175
225
450
12
175

Load for
10 000
inhabitants
[kg/day]
350
450
900
23
350

Load for
20 000
inhabitants
[kg/day]
700
900
1800
46
700

Load for
30 000
inhabitants
[kg/day]
1050
1350
2700
69
1050

Load for
50 000
inhabitants
[kg/day]
1750
2250
4500
115
1750

Table 4 - Typical loads of pollution after primary treatment for different sizes of Hill City

Calculation of the load :
Load [kg/day] = typical concentration [mg/L] * wastewater produced [m3/day] * 10-3 [kg/mg * L/m3]
(wastewater produced as calculated in Table 1)
Legislation in Switzerland on Wastewaters
Wastewater treatment must meet all legal expectations. The Swiss Waters Protection
Ordinance (Oeaux, 2014) provides requirements for water quality. We summarise here the main
thresholds for discharge of communal wastewater.
4.1.3
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Swiss Regluation for WWTP designed for ≥200 capita
Up to 10 000 capita
Over 10 000 capita
- discharge concentration: 20 mg/L
- discharge concentration: 15 mg/L
- (particle diameter over 0.45 µm)
- (particle diameter over 0.45 µm)
Up to 10 000 capita
Over 10 000 capita
BOD5
- discharge concentration: 20 mg/L O2 - discharge concentration: 15 mg/L O2
- removal efficiency1 : 90%
- removal efficiency1 : 90%
Over 2 000 capita
DOC
- discharge concentration: 10 mg/L and
- removal efficiency: 85%
-following Snellen method: 30cm
Transparency
If the wastewater temperature is higher than 10°C;
Ammonium
(sum of NH4+ and NH3)
- discharge concentration: 2 mg/L N
- removal efficiency: 90 %
0.3 mg/L N (guide value)
Nitrite (NO2-)
Adsorbable organicic
0.08 mg/L X
halogens (AOX)
Parameters
TSS

Table 5 - Abstract from Swiss legislation on wastewaters (OEaux, 2014)

Parameters
Total
phosphorus
Total Nitrogen

Swiss legislation for discharges into sensitive water
- discharge concentration: 0.8 mg/L P
- removal efficiency : 80%
Installations have to be design to eliminate the largest part of nitrogen, however there is
no fixed threshold and depend on the specific discharged environment

Table 6 - Additional requirements for discharges into sensitive water (OEaux, 2014 & Schärer,
2014)

Sewage sludge is also taken into consideration by Swiss federal legislation (Oeaux, 2014).
Each canton has the responsibility to draw up a plan for sludge elimination and the law is regularly
adapted to changing need. In the case of canton de Vaud, bacterial sewage sludge coming from
wastewater treatment plants must be dehydrated and incinerated (Etat de Vaud, 2008). Figure 10
illustrates the treatment steps for WWTP sludges.

Figure 10 - Management of sludge in canton de Vaud (Etat de Vaud, 2008)

Another type of pollution, micropollutants represents an emergent public concern. This issue
must be addressed in order to protect the environment and public health: Swiss parliament approved in
2014 the amendment to the Water Protection Act which provides requirement for an additional step in
WWTP, targeting those new pollutants. However precise regulations are still not specified in the
Swiss Ordonnance (OEaux, 2014).
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4.2 Treatment by Phytoremediation
4.2.1

Description of the Filtering Gardens®
Black and grey waters can be cleaned thanks to plants. Phytoremediation is a natural and
efficient technique that aims to preserve resources, but also the ecological, social and economic value
of the site. It promotes biodiversity and offers a clean and healthy solution to treat wastewater. The
WWTP is in the form of filtering gardens, which are gardens or parks conceived with a unique
landscape and ecological design adapted to the location and the wastewater to be treated. These
beautiful spaces of life are created with an underlying function of wastewater treatment, which does
not affect the agreeability of a pleasant green area in the city. Management of the facility is made very
easy: maintenance is similar to this of any urban park or garden. If this option is chosen, some of the
considerations about specificities of Hill City architecture, as detailed in part 3.1.2 will not be used.
That is, the treatment system may not be centralised, and will not be underground.

Image 5 - Filtering Gardens® in China (Phytorestore, 2015)

The plants are selected from the local natural area, according to the pollution and the volumes
to be treated. They are chosen to promote biodiversity by creating provisional sites for wildlife, such
as birds and amphibians who find the Filtering Gardens® to be perfect « ecological habitats ». This
solution seems interesting if the architect wishes to include vast green planted areas in its city, but
have a significant land use.
4.2.2

Technical Operation
Filtering Gardens® use physical, chemical and mostly biological mechanisms to purify the
water. The process is separated into successive steps, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Filtering Gardens® scheme (Phytorestore, 2015)
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1. Vertical filter
In aerobic 2 conditions, the amount of TSS, BOD and COD decreases thanks to
phytolixiviation and phytodegradation. In this filter, the first step of nitrogen removal also happens,
this is nitrification.
2. Horizontal filter
The conditions are anoxic3, meaning in the basin, leading to different chemical reactions to
occur. Phytolixiviation4 and phytodegradation5 are again the main mechanisms. They complete the
removal of COD and BOD. The second step of nitrogen removal – denitrification – also occurs here.
3. Planted basin
Phosphorus and nitrogen are removed by phytoaccumulation6. A disinfection step also occurs,
mostly by UV disinfection, but also by predation (microorganisms among themselves). This zone
allows to buffer the outflow.
4. Short rotation Coppice
Optionally, a zone of bushes can be created if we aim to have ‘zero rejects’. The water is
stored in this zone and can directly be pumped for irrigation.
There are also options to treat industrial wastewater containing metals by adding a
sequestration filter, in which the mechanism of phytofixation7 removes the pollutants. In case of high
and complex pollution it is also possible to combine phytotreatment to a chemical treatment.
Sludge treatment
Sludge is handled separately at the queue of wastewater treatment, in a basin planted with
reeds. Nowadays, and in canton de Vaud as described in section 4.1.3, the sludge has to be incinerated.
However it could be treated on a more natural way using phytoremediation ensuring the complete
absence of odour. The dewatered sludge forms a soil of great quality, which can be reused as
horticultural compost or landfill material.
4.2.3 Design Parameters and Land Use
In the case of Hill City, where a very important amount of wastewater needs to be treated,
Filtering Gardens® are likely to be implemented in several lines operating in parallel, possibly, at
different locations in the city. On this way it optimises the network and minimises the distance on
which the water is transported. A primary treatment of screening and aeration tank will need to be
implemented before the Filtering Gardens®. The design parameters for the filters are as follow:
 Vertical filters : 1-1,5 m2/capita
 Horizontal filters : 0,8-1 m2/capita
The total land use per capita is therefore around 2.5 m2. We calculate the impact on the land use of
such an expansive treatment in Table 7 below.
.

2
3

aerobic: presence of oxygen
anoxic: no oxygen

4

phytolixiviation: extraction of heavy metals by chemicals, stabilizing the pollutants through chemical oxydo-reduction
processes, often lead by the plants roots.
5

phytodegradation: degradation of organic pollutants such as hydrocarbons and pesticides, by plants. This can be done my
microorganisms outside the plant, in the rhizosphere (the root zone), or inside the plant after absorption of the compound. In
that case, the degradation occurs in the plants cells thanks to specific enzymes.
6

phytoaccumulation: accumulation by the plant of the pollutants

7

phytofixation: non-biodegradable pollutants are captured into turf filters, which stabilise the metal elements with the action
of specific plants
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Size of Hill City [inhabitants]
Land use of phytoremediation [m2]

5 000
12 500

10 000
25 000

20 000
50 000

30 000
75 000

50 000
125 000

Table 7 – Land use of Filtering Gardens® in Hill City, for different treatment capacities

4.2.4

Efficiency of the treatment
Phytoremediation leads to great quality of effluent. The treated water meets easily all
legislation requirements. Table 8 below shows the overall results from the treatment of urban
wastewater in several sites, by Filtering Gardens® (Phytorestore, 2015).

TSS
BOD
COD
Ammonia (NH3)
Nitrate (NO3-)
TP

Reduction in wastewater
95-99%
95-99%
90-95%
70-80%
60-80%
65-75%

Reduction in leachates (sludge)
98%
80-95%
95%
to 80%
to 80%
40-70%

Table 8 - Pollution diminution for wastewater treated with Filtering Gardens®

4.2.5 Nutrients Recovery and Energy Recovery
The nutrients are captured by plants and used for their growth. The sludge, treated in specific
filtering gardens, can be revalorised as horticultural compost or landfill material.
A clever way to take advantage of the slope of Hill City would be to build each step of the
treatment process at different heights, therefore using gravity to have water flow. The gardens would
be terraced, in the order of treatment steps, from top to the bottom: vertical filter, horizontal filter, and
planted basin. These terraces gardens would lay on the non-constructed parts of the external slopes of
the hill, in between built areas. Energy may be produced taking advantage of the water flowing
downward, with a simple system of turbines, similar to these explained in section 3.2.3.
4.2.6 Advantages & Drawbacks
A good point of this technique is that we have hindsights on its use, and the proof, after several
years of implementation in several conditions of climate, water qualities and scales, that it is efficient
and reliable. However, even though this technology is field proven thanks to many successful
implementations, some risks remains. The choice of adequate plants, the quality of the ground, the
composition of the wastewater and the climate are factors that can influence the success of the process.
It is not as reliable as a common activated sludge treatment, and is still a fairly new technology, not
yet developed at large scale. Another benefit is its visual impact. Integrating green areas into the city
of the future seems of primary importance in the vision of a great quality of life in Hill City.
Wastewater management would be fully integrated to the landscape. From an economical perspective,
this solution is rather cheap, running costs are noticeably lower than conventional solutions (Pelt,
2007). On another hand, an aspect that could be unfavourable to this option is the important land use
of this treatment that is if the architect was not planning on saving as much space for green areas. The
land space taken up for Filtering Gardens®, as calculated in Table 7, is very large. This solution is
extensive, and the treatment time is rather long: altogether it takes 3 to 7 days for the wastewater to be
clean. Sanitary aspects must also be carefully taken into consideration, for a treatment facility so close
to contact with inhabitants. However existing facilities do not have any sanitary issue.
4.2.7 Feedback on Operational Experience
The market in this field seems to be led by a French company, Phytorestore, who won the first
place for innovating processes of the Green Buildings Solutions Awards. They are the inventors of the
Filtering Gardens®, concept that matches phytoremediation with landscape design.
We took a closer look to their realizations and have approached them to have their opinion about
implementing Filtering Gardens® in Hill City. Sadly we did not have the opportunity to have detailed
exchanges, but they seemed enthusiastic.
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An example of their work is the wastewater treatment plant of Honfleur, handling the soiled water
of 26 000 inhabitants and showing impressive results:
Pollutant
BOD5
TSS
NH4
TP
E.coli

Influent
280
280
32,2
7,4
10 000

Effluent
4,5
6,1
0,4
0,91
90

Reduction
-98,4%
-97,8%
-98,8%
-87,7%
-99,1%

Table 9 - Achievements of the Honfleur WWTP
Image 6 - Honfleur's WWTP,
(Phytorestore, 2015)

4.3 Treatment by Hydrothermal Methanisation
4.3.1

Description of the Technology
Hydrothermal gasification (or hydrothermal methanisation) adapted to wastewater treatment is
a novel process that leads to production of biomethane. We propose this technology because it is
envisioned as a promising solution to achieve an ideal closed-loop system (as shown in Figure 2),
where nutrients, water, and CO2 produced are recycled. The technology is derived from the SunCHem
process producing synthetic natural gas via hydrothermal gasification of microalgae. The technology
is currently developed at the Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland) in collaboration with EPFL and
show very promising results. Figure 10 compares three different treatments that transform biomass
into SNG (synthetic natural gas), the results of this comparison lead us to choose to present
hydrothermal gasification.

Characteristic

Feed Type
Thermal efficiency
(biomass to SNG)
Residence time
Advantages

Drawbacks

Conventional
gasification and
methanation

Anaerobic digestion

Hydrothermal
gasification

Wood, Grass
(wwater<15%)

- Manure,
- Household residues
- Sewage sludge, Algae

54-58%

25-35%

<10min
- High efficiency for
dry biomass
- Close to
commercialisation

20-33 days

62-71%
(manure, wood)
<30 min

- Established
- Commercialized,
- Fertilizer by-product

- Full conversion
- High efficiency
- Fertilizer by-product

- Residues,
- Low efficiency,
- Plant size,
- Requirement of cosubstrats

Technical barriers to be
solved

Low efficiency for wet
biomass

Most wet types
(wwater>60%)

Table 10 - Comparison of typical biochemical and thermochemical treatment (Haiduc, 2009)

This futurist technology could revolutionize the current vision of wastewater treatment system.
In fact wastewater often holds a large part of unused non fossil, carbonaceous energy resources
(Gassner, 2011). Sadly, this fraction is difficult to valorise since it is highly diluted and may contain
bacterial and catalyst contamination. The technology we are presenting allows circumventing these
obstacles using the properties of water in a supercritical state. It is expected to be a cost effective, and
to reject a high quality effluent. Moreover emergent pollutants such as hormones and bioactive
molecules are also reduced during the hydrothermal process. To be economically and energetically
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favourable, wastewater has to contain about one tenth to one fifth of suspended matter (that is, TSS to
be concentrated between 10% and 20%). With the actual network a dilution of 2% or 200 mg TSS/L
has been found (Table 3). To have a higher concentration it is therefore recommended to separate grey
from black water and remove toilet flush water to have less diluted water. Another possibility is to add
a dewatering step, but this option does not promise to be economically viable.
4.3.2

Technical Operation
To facilitate the understanding, we divided the operation in five steps that we aim to describe
and explain below.

Figure 12 - Hydrothermal Gasification (Gassner, 2011)

1. Pretreatment
Depending on the moisture and type of biomass, it is necessary to homogenize the slurry and
to adapt the properties of the influent meeting the ideal concentration of 10-20% TSS which leads to
the best efficiency and profit of the treatment. This pre-treatment may be in the form of mechanical
dewatering, diluting or grinding (Gassner, 2011). This step could possibly substitute the primary
treatment according to experts. The slurry is then compressed at a pressure of 300 bar through a high
pressure pump. This process will remain constant for step 2 to 4.
2. Hydrolysis
During the second step, the slurry is heated close to critical conditions (350 - 380°C) and
biomass is crushed into smaller molecules, making access to catalytic sites easier and leading to a
more efficient reaction.
3. Salt Separation
The slurry is then conducted in the salt separator where the temperature is increased in order to
reach supercritical conditions. The particularity of this state is that the density of the fluid decreases
significantly which leads to salt precipitation. This stage allows to separate efficiently nutrients
contained in wastewater which can be further reused as fertilizers by-products (Haiduc, 2009).
4. Catalytic fixed bed Gasification
The supercritical fluid is then directed into the catalytic reactor where organic matter is
transformed into CH4, CO2, some H2 and traces of CO.
5. Gas Separation
The mix is finally cooled down, expanded and water is separated from gases. The former can
be released depending on its quality and the latter is transformed to SNG.
4.3.3

Efficiency of the treatment
The first pilot scale experiment done during the summer 2014 with hydrothermal
methanisation of microalgae at the PSI, gave results of a very good effluent quality. The experiment
lasted 100 hours, from which 55 with a stable biogas effluent. The parameter that has been measured
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at the effluent of the reactor is the CDO = 28.93 mg/L. Moreover experts are very optimistic and
expect almost full conversion of particulate matter. The Nitrogen and phosphorus removal in the salt
separator lead to almost full recovery of these nutrients as explained in section 4.3.4. Further
informations are expected to be released in the next stages of development since there are currently
research group working on this topic.
4.3.4

Nutrients Recovery
Nutrients are precipitated in the salt separator under hypercritical conditions and are separated
from the rest of the slurry. As there was no data available for wastewater hydrothermal gasification,
we use the data coming from a pilot scale experiment done at the PSI with microalgae as the influent.
According to this study, the efficiency of recovery reaches 87.5% for Nitrogen and almost 100% for
phosphorus. Moreover about 47% of sulphur and 15% of carbon are also recovered in the salt
separator (Bagnoud-Velásquez, 2015).
4.3.5

Energy Recovery
The process is implemented to take advantage of the carbonaceous energy contained in
wastewater. The target products are combustion gases, mainly natural gas (CH4) and little hydrogen
gas (H2). Part of these gases is directly reused in the system, to heat the slurry in supercritical
condition and the rest could be reused as an energy source for Hill City. In the catalytic reactor, one
can make the assumption of full conversion of carbonaceous compounds into SNG. Moreover a study
(Luterbach, 2009) calculated the global thermal efficiency of the system (with microalgal slurry) to be
around 62-71 %. The design of the treatment is very flexible and the system can be adapted to the
needs of the city (Gassner, 2011). Since gases can produce heat and/or electricity through cogeneration
the relative SNG and electricity yields are modular.
4.3.6

Advantages & Drawbacks
A great advantage of the process is that it uses wastewater as an energy source and recover
simultaneously its nutrients. It leads to great recovery of both energy and nutrients since it works on
the basis of a closed-loop system. The main drawback for the system is that these results suffer of low
robustness. In fact this technology has not been used at real scale yet. Even if scientists are promising
good efficiencies it is hard to know the real efficiency in energy but also in nutrient recovery of the
system. Moreover there are still technical barriers that have to be overcome (for example the catalytic
reactor has to be improved). The chemical composition of water is also important since some
compounds are acting as poisons in the catalytic reactor. Sulphur and Nickel typically should be
removed from the solutions before gasification.

4.4 Treatment by Aerobic Granular Biomass
4.4.1 Description of Nereda®
The Nereda® system is one of the latest innovation in the wastewater treatment field available on
the market. The concept is to treat wastewater with the unique features of aerobic granular biomass
and a minimum of chemicals. The microorganisms are organised in granules, and are transforming
organic matter and nutrient contained in wastewater to biomass and energy, cleaning simultaneously
the wastewater. The technology has been implemented since 2005-2006 for both municipal and
industrial wastewaters applications. It is a promising technology that already won several awards
thanks to its sustainable characteristics: it has a good efficiency, a small footprint and a relative low
life cycle cost (Kerstens, 2010). Table 11 shows a comparison between the common activated sludge
treatment and Nereda®. Having operational and successful installations already functioning allow to
have a quantitative and realistic feedback from field experience. Nereda® technology is designed for
the common European wastewater network, thus there is no need to separate the flow at the source in
grey and black water.
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Nereda®

Common activated sludge

Good

Good

25%
60%

100%
100%

Table 11 - Comparison between Nereda® and common activated sludge treatment (Kerstens,
2010)

4.4.2 Technical Operation
Nereda® is considered to be the first mature aerobic granular biomass technology applied in full
practice (Giesen, 2013). Bacteria creates compact granules with efficient settling properties, they clean
the water through their efficient metabolism using wastewater compounds as an energy source to grow
and to reproduce themselves. Nereda® uses an optimized sequencing batch reactor (SBR) cycle able
to deliver an excellent effluent quality, removing nitrogen and phosphorus in one single process. The
fundamental principle of the SBR is shown in Figure 13. The processFigure 13 is divided in 3
sequentially repeated steps occurring until water is purified:
1. Simultaneous fill and draw
Wastewater enters at the bottom of the reactor and moves simultaneously the effluent to the
top of the reactor.
2. Aeration
The tank is supplied with oxygen, giving buoyancy to the granules. During this stage a wide
range of biological purifications take place. Each granulate is divided in an aerobic, an
anoxic/anaerobic zone, combining these conditions, efficient nutrient removal is achieved. In a
nutshell, oxygen penetrates in the outer layer of the granulate and permits biological oxidation and
nitrification. Meanwhile in the centre which remains free of oxygen, denitrification and phosphate
removal occur.
3. Settling
The last step allows the granulates to settle. Some of them will be removed and will be treated
as biosolids (see section 4.1.3). After this step the cycle begins another time, and repeatedly until
water reaches the required quality.

Figure 13 - Schematic view of the Nereda® cycle (Giesen, 2013).
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Efficiency of the Treatment

Parameter
TSS
BOD
COD
TN
TP

Average effluent [mg/L]
< 5.0
<2.0
27
<4.0
<0.3

Removal [%]
>98.5
>99.4
96.9
>94.7
97.2

Figure 14 - Efficiency of the Nereda® plant in EPE, the Netherlands

The table shows the Nereda® performance for the first full scale wastewater treatment plant in
Epe, the Netherlands (Nereda, 2015). It is taken in the report as a reference because the installation is
designed for a similar case as the maximum Hill City capacity (50 000 inhabitants). In fact in Epe, the
installation is designed for about 60 000 people and a flow rate up to 1 500m³/h. Let us note that the
issue of micropollutant is not adressed in this process, thus an additional treatment such as ozonation
or an active carbon filter is required.
4.4.4

Nutrients and Energy Recovery
Nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are metabolised by microorganisms during the
second step in the SBR and regularly removed in the third step of the process. Biosolids have to
undergo incineration in canton de Vaud as explained in section 4.1.3. However, there is the possibility
to recover nutrients separating them from ashes and heavy metals. If the WWTP is situated inside the
Hill or in the vicinity, the heat generated during the incineration could be reused for the hill without
excessive losses during transportation. Nitrogenous and phosphorous compounds could also
theorically be recovered after purification for fertilizers.
4.4.5

Advantages & Drawbacks
Thanks to the properties of granulates that allow to remove biologically the BOD, the nitrogen
and the phosphorus which would require three separates reactors in a conventional treatment. It allows
to save space, energy and construction costs. Moreover the non-conventional microorganisms used in
the treatment system do not develop in floc structures as in conventional methods but form compact
granules. They settle quickly, making separation of the granules from treated water easier and more
rapid than conventional treatment. The granulates are also based on natural compounds, thus Nereda®
does not need chemical phosphorous removal. It uses fewer chemicals compare to conventional
technologies. Moreover it requires less energy and it is possible to recover heat during the incineration
step. However, a large part of the potential energy is lost, to date in Switzerland nutrients are not
recovered even though there is a potential. Plus, Nereda® does not address the issue of
micropollutants, an additional chemical treatment should be implemented and combined to the SBR to
treat these persistent pollutants.

4.5 Comparison of the Selected Wastewater Treatment Options
4.5.1

Multi-criteria Analysis Parameters
The multi-criteria analysis (MCA) is a major decision-making tool that raises the main
features of the alternatives, highlighting the advantages and the drawbacks of each given system. By a
complete analysis of the characteristics of each alternative, we wish to offer the decision maker a clear
overview, in order to facilitate his decision. Choosing the wastewater treatment system that seems to
be most adapted to the ideas and priorities of the stakeholder will allow to start the next step of
investigation and conception of the network in Hill City with stronger basis and hypothesis.
To compare the wastewater treatments, several aspects have to be considered. The
environmental aspect appears to be essential, embracing the vision of the modern ecological city.
Among the environmental criteria to take into account, the use of water and its quality at the end of the
treatment are fundamental. Also, as we aim for minimum waste production and a maximum recovery
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of resources, the potential for recuperation of both nutrients and energy needs to be judged and
compared. The second aspect to be considered is the reliability of the treatment. Its feasibility has to
be assessed from a technological perspective. The inherent risks it comprises must be taken into
account. To evaluate this, we will look at the stage of development of the technology, if it is already
field proven and the experimental feedbacks on operational experience. The third aspect to consider is
the cost factor. Judging the treatments from an economical point of view, we must take into account
the surface that the wastewater treatment plant will require, therefore lost for any other uses. But also
the overall treatment time of the water: the longer it is, the more water will have to be stored in the
system. Finally the cost of the treatment itself, including facilities and operation costs. Taking into
account every single aspect influencing the success and the adequation of the treatment, avoiding
overlapping between criteria, having a clear definition of all criteria to be compared are crucial in
order to assess precisely the different options.
We will compare three alternatives of wastewater treatments:
 Filtering Gardens®
 Hydrothermal Methanisation
 Nereda®
Eight criteria are taken into account to evaluate the alternatives:
 Effluent quality
 Water savings
 Nutrient recovery
 Net Energy consumption
 Risk (Stage of development)
 Land use
 Water treatment time
 Costs
4.5.2

Method
Our approach of the multi-criteria analysis has been inspired by an already well-known and
successful procedure: the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. It is a well-structured method
that helps the expert during the evaluation and the weighting of each alternative, it is especially useful
when we are confronted with many criteria. It allows to assign scores in an easy and organised way,
making a comparison two to two (Golay, 2015).
In a nutshell, the three alternatives and with extension their network system are submitted to
criteria proposed by the stakeholder. These criteria aim to represent the priorities and the global
guiding principle of the future city. They are grouped into three families: the environmental, the
technological and the economical aspects. The flowchart in Figure 15 summarizes the important steps
involved in the MCA we would like to propose. We were able to rate the alternatives using a
standardized scale (Table 12). The standardisation procedure is an important step that has a leading
influence in the final scoring of the multi-criteria analysis. This transformation will then allow
comparison between environmental, economical and technological aspects of the alternatives. The
relative weight of each criterion in its family will also be analysed and taken into account ("Weighting
1” on Figure 15). Additionally we would propose three different scenarios, changing the relative
weight of the three families ("Weighting 2" on Figure 15), depending on which aspect we wish to
emphasize. This step allows simultaneously a robustness analysis.
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Figure 15 - Scheme of the multi-criteria analysis

4.5.3

Scoring

4.5.3.1

Standardization
We made a comparison two to two with respect to a common activated sludge treatment to
give a global score to each alternative. In fact it was more accurate to undergo an indirect comparison
using the common activated sludge treatment widely used, as a reference since more information
could be find this way. Moreover we adapted the scale for each criterion (as illustrated in Table 14)
the best score for each criterion is +9, the worst score is represented by -9 meanwhile an equally
efficient technology than the reference one gives a score of 0.
We use our own scale to standardize the score, it is inspired from Saatys scale (Golay, 2015).
It has the advantage to transform both qualitative and quantitative characteristics of a treatment into a
score that can be compared according to criteria. The highest score indicates an extremely good
characteristic and the smallest score illustrates an extremely bad characteristic.

Good
Extremely
-9

Very
strongly
-7

Strongly
-5

Moderately

Equally

Moderately

-2
0
2
Table 12 - Standardisation scale
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Evaluation matrix of each treatment according to each criterion

Family

Criteria

Environment

Technology
Economy

Effluent quality
Water savings
Nutrient recovery
Net Energy
consumption
Risk
Land-use
Treatment time
Costs

Filtering
Gardens®
-2
0
2

Hydrothermal
Methanisation
2
5
9

7

9

5

-5
-9
-9
7

-9
7
5
-2

-2
5
2
2

Nereda®
0
0
0

Table 13 - Evaluation matrix with colours representative of relative sensitivity of scores

Colours show robustness of results, a green font indicates that the result has a good robustness.
Meaning it, score is supported by experience feedback. An orange font shows moderate robustness,
there is few experimental feedbacks lastly a red font indicates low robustness, and a more intuitive
scoring procedure based on theoretical scientific reasoning.
For the effluent quality of wastewater, Nereda® has a good effluent quality and is comparable
to current removal efficiencies (Kerstens, 2010). For Phytoremediation, good efficiencies have been
highlighted in several researches however they show slightly less removal potential than Nereda.
Hydrothermal Methanisation is more difficult to rate as there is little practical knowledge, the score is
based on experts predictions, which are optimistic (Gassner, 2011 & Haiduc, 2009). Moreover as the
treatment reaches very high temperatures, micropollutants are also tackled in the removal procedure.
Regarding water savings, the whole system has to be considered, as the water network
organisation depends on the treatment solution chosen. Filtering Gardens® and Nereda® are
implemented with the common unitary water network, requiring an important amount of water. On the
other hand, Hydrothermal Methanisation works optimally with more concentrated water (10-20% of
TSS) thus it is useful to have a more concentrated wastewater. This can be achieved through a
separated network, where inputs of grey and black water are adapted, through parsimonious water
facilities (e.g. low or no toilet flush) to fit the optimal dilution at the entrance of the treatment. Thus,
Hydrothermal Methanisation holds a much stronger potential for water savings.
Nutrient recovery in Hydrothermal Methanisation is the most efficient, studies showed high
potential of salt recovery (see section 4.3.3), thus maximum score has been given. In the two other
treatment facilities it would be interesting to see if it is possible to recover nutrients after incineration.
In Filtering Garden®, plants uptake nitrogen and phosphorus for their growth meanwhile granulate
from Nereda®'s technology degrades a part of the nitrogen component into nitrogen gas. Therefore it
has been defined that Nereda® has the same score than the reference treatment meanwhile Filtering
Gardens® has a score slightly higher.
The net energy consumption is difficult to quantify, this criterion incorporates energy
consumption for both operation and maintenance and possible energy recovery from the treatment. It
has been shown that Nereda® consumes 40% less energy than current treatment (Kerstens, 2010), and
this value has been confirmed by an expert of this technology. Phytoremediation is also a treatment
that is parsimonious in energy as it is driven by natural mechanisms. However it requires energy
inputs for primary treatment and maintenance. Hydrothermal Methanisation is considered to be the
most efficient as it produces SNG and will likely have a positive net energy balance (see section
4.3.5).
Regarding the risk criterion, it aims to illustrate the actual know-how of the treatment, the
operational feedback and its technical sensitivity. A qualitative approach has been undertaken, each
evaluated treatment has a lower score than current wastewater treatment as they have less field
experience. Hydrothermal Methanisation is especially risky since there are still several technical
barriers to overcome (Haiduc, 2009). Plus, there is very little practical experience. Thus, the lower
score has been chosen. Phytoremediation also presents some uncertainties, since plants are very
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specific to a type of contaminants, Filtering Gardens® efficiency are highly dependent of the
composition of wastewater, but also on the ground, the climate and weather conditions and other
factors that cannot be influenced by man. This leads us to estimate a stronger risk for
phytoremediation, compared to the common activated sludge. Nereda® technology is operational in
different countries around the world (Nereda, 2015), and appears to be a reliable solution. However,
compared to the current activated sludge widely used, it is slightly more risky, because it is less field
proven.
Investigating the land use of each treatment, we found important differences between the
three options. Phytoremediation is an extensive solution, as it requires 2.5m2 of garden per inhabitant
(Phytorestore, 2015). Nereda®, on the other hand, uses only one fourth of the space of a conventional
treatment (Kerstens, 2010). As Hydrothermal Methanisation has a low residence time, a doctoral
student working on this technology suggested that the volume of this technology could “be
considerably reduced” Thus we estimated a strong decrease in land use with respect to the reference
treatment
About the treatment time, weighting was also done qualitatively, since the total treatment
times values are strongly dependant on the volume and the wastewater flow rate. The weights have
been estimated comparing the different times. It has been estimated from the hydraulic retention time
(HRT) for common activated sludge is of the order of magnitude of a few hours (up to 24h).
Meanwhile for Phytoremediation, the total treatment time varies between 3 to 7 days (Phytorestore,
2015), therefore is has been rated as an extremely time consuming treatment. Nereda® will be
somehow faster than a common activated sludge thanks to the properties of its granulates, leading to
more efficient reactions and faster settling. For Hydrothermal Methanisation, giving a score was a
challenge and we lacked information on this topic. Experts suggest that chemical reactions will lead to
faster than biological reactions. Plus, HRT was estimated to be below 30 min (See Table 10) thus we
estimated strong decrease in treatment time.
The cost criterion aims to represent costs for initial financial investment, plus operational costs
for long-term maintenance. Phytoremediation appears to be the cheaper option, costing much less than
a conventional treatment. Nereda® is more expensive than phytoremediation, but still slightly cheaper
than a classical activated sludge, as only one reactor is needed. Lastly, Hydrothermal Methanisation is
forecasted to be also attractive, but the reactors can be very expensive. Given the feedback of a
doctoral student working on this technology, who estimated the technology to be more expensive, we
estimated very roughly that the costs of Hydrothermal Methanisation are moderately higher than those
for a common treatment.
Effluent
quality
Water savings
[%]
Nutrient
recovery [%]
Net Energy
consumption
Risks
Land-use
[%]
Treatment
time
Costs

9

7

5

2

0

-2

-5

-7

-9

++++

+++

++

+

same

-

--

---

----

>30

+ (20-30)

+ (10-20)

+ (0-10)

same

- (0-10)

- (10-20)

- (20-30)

<30

>50

+ (25-50)

+ (10-25)

+ (0-10)

same

n.a

n.a

n.a

n.a

----

---

--

-

same

+

++

+++

++++

----

---

--

-

same

+

++

+++

++++

<30

- (20-30)

- (10-20)

- (0-10)

same

+ (0-10)

+ (10-20)

+ (20-30)

>30

----

---

--

-

same

+

++

+++

++++

----

---

--

-

same

+

++

+++

++++

Table 14 - Summary of the scales used for scoring

4.5.4

Weighting
There are two steps in the weighting procedure. The first one defines the importance of the
criterion in its family and the second one aims to give the relative importance of the families among
them. It allows us to simulate different scenarios based on the importance of each aspect, namely:
environmental, technological and economical. The weights for both processes are given by the
decision maker and represent his priority for the design of the water network; they are illustrated in
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Table 15. The scenario chosen by the stakeholder encourages clearly an environmentally friendly
treatment and gives slightly more importance to an economically viable solution than to a technically
reliable option.
4.5.5
4.5.5.1

Results
Main Results from the Multi-Criteria Analysis

Family

Weighting
2

Criteria

Effluent
quality
Water saving
0.5
Nutrient
Environmental
recovery
Net Energy
consumption
0.2
Risks
Technology
Land-use
Treatment
0.3
time
Economy
Operation
costs
Total score of each treatment

Weighting
1

Filtering
Gardens®

Hydrothermal
Methanisation

Nereda®

0.15

-0.15

0.15

0

0.3

0

0.75

0

0.25

0.25

1.125

0

0.3

1.05

1.35

0.75

1
0.2

-1
-0.54

-1.8
0.42

-0.4
0.3

0.15

-0.405

0.225

0.09

0.65

1.365

-0.39

0.39

0.57

1.83

1.13

Table 15 - Weighted scores

Calculation
Weighted score= score of Table 13 * Weight 1 * Weight 2
From the priorities suggested by the decision maker, and following our multi-criteria analysis,
we obtain an overall score of about 0.6 for the phytoremediation option, twice as much for Nereda®
treatment, and finally about 1.8 for the Hydrothermal Methanisation option. We conclude that this
solution appears to be the most adapted treatment. However, let us remind its score has moderated
robustness, as most data used for the comparison is not backed up by operational results.
We would like to highlight the importance of the score of criterion Operation costs which was
hard to estimate for each alternative. In fact specific conditions (location and wastewater content)
influence strongly this criterion and we could not find enough information to give a robust score,
especially for Hydrothermal Methanisation. The relative high weight of this criterion in the scenario
chosen by the decision maker, increase its sensitivity. For these reasons total score has little
robustness.
4.5.5.2

Assessment from Different Perspectives
In order to study this topic from different perspectives, we tried to compare and assess the
treatment from different point of views. That is, we studied the sensitivity of the conclusion above.
The first scenario tested puts environmental concerns of primary importance (50%). Similarly, the
second one assesses the treatment with the technological aspects being of main importance, and the
third scenario places the costs of the treatment as first concern. This translates by playing with the
relative weight of each family in our multi-criteria analysis, as shown in Table 16. The results are the
following:
1. Giving the most importance to the environmental efficiency of the treatment leads to
favour the Hydrothermal Methanisation. Regarding this scenario every proposed
treatment are more adapted than the reference one since they show a positive final
score.
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2. If we put more emphasis on the risks inherent to the treatments, by giving more
importance to the stage of development of the technologies, both Phytoremediation
and Hydrothermal Methanisation get a negative score. Hydrothermal methanisation
especially, presents very high risks as it is such a new technology. Nereda® appears to
be the best option, according to this scenario.
3. Lastly, if the economical aspect is major, Hydrothermal Methanisation has the lowest
score, mainly due to the costs of the treatment, which are by far the highest. Nereda
system shows, once again, the best results and seems therefore to be most promising
solution under these considerations.
Relative weight of families
Scenario

Environmental

Technology

Economy

1
2
3

0.5
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.5
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.5

Filtering
Gardens®
0.25
-1.575
0.025

Total scores
Hydrothermal
Methanisation
1.3375
-2.6
-0.1375

Nereda®
0.9
0.025
1.175

Table 16 - Different scenarii to analyze robustness of total scores

Overall, we can conclude that Hydrothermal Methanisation appears to be the most efficient
option, in terms of environmental impacts, thanks to its high potential for nutrients and energy
recovery. Nereda is also a suitable option, and is proven by real operational experiences, making it a
lot less risky to implement. Phytoremediation is rejected, mainly because of its tremendous land use,
making it uncompetitive with other solutions, at such a big scale.
4.5.5.3

Considerations about Robustness of the Results
Throughout the lecture of this report, the reader should keep in mind the stage of development
of Hill City, which is still to date a conceptual project. Considering the lack of information,
assumptions had to be chosen in order to serve as a basis for first calculations. These are
approximations meant to serve as tracks to deepen the topic in the future. Some rough assumptions
had to be made. For the case of Hydrothermal Methanisation, operation costs were approximated
thanks to advices from experts. They are likely to decrease with time, simultaneously with the
decrease in the risk. Land use is also difficult to approximate in such an early stage of conception.
Many estimated parameters and initial assumptions increase the sensitivity of the results (such as
drinking water consumption of 200 L/day/capita stated in 3.1.2). Therefore the design calculations of
each treatment are not very robust results.
However, the main object of the multi-criteria analysis on the wastewater treatment chains is
to compare the different possibilities. The same assumptions were taken as basis for calculations in
each alternative. Therefore, even if the initial hypothesis is biased, the bias will be included in each
option, however not necessarily impact them identically. We can say that the comparison holds in a
certain range of robustness since it is based on the same assumptions.

4.6 Variant: Urine Diversion for Microalgae Growth
4.6.1

Potential for Nutrients Recovery
The potential for nutrients recovery in urine is enormous. Human’s urine contains around two
third of the nitrogen and half of the phosphorus of the total nutrients we release (Tuantet, - ). This
offers important biomass production opportunities. (Otterpohl, 2002 & Kujawa-Roeleveld, 2006). It
also contains potassium and many microelements (S, Mg, Mn, Fe, Ca, Zn, Na, Br…). Applications as
fertilizer, for aquaculture or commercialisation of highly valuable compounds are of great interest. For
example, 10g of urea contains 1g of creatine, which is a valuable molecule, sold at high prices
(Putnam, 1971). We therefore suggest in this part an additional option implementable with many
different wastewater treatment paths. It is especially interesting in the case of Hydrothermal
Methanisation and we will detail this case as it came out from the multi-criteria analysis that this may
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be the best option. However, among the three options described above, there are no certainty of the
adaptability of this variant to Nereda or Filtering Gardens®, as these treatments use the nutrients as
the base for bacterial and respectively vegetal growth.
4.6.2

Adaptation of the Network and Installation
An independent pipeline network would need to be installed. The urine is nearly sterile, so its
handling and storage presents little risks. The cost of this additional pipeline systems must be
considered and compared.
4.6.2.1 Toilet’s user interface
Urinals, urine diversion flush toilets and urine diversion dry toilets exist and are already in use. Many
firms developed comfortable toilets, having specific systems to divert urine, directly at the source. For
example, EcoDry® presented in Figure 17 is a dry toilet with a urine bowl that has a small optional
flush. Other options include EcoFlush, water toilet with urine separation or EcoVac, a vacuum toilet
with both classic version and urine separation version.

Figure 16 - Concept of the urine diverting toilet

Figure 17 - Concept of Ecodry Toilet®, Sweden : an example of urine diverting toilets (Ecodry,
2015)
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Use for Microalgal Growth

4.6.3.1

Motivation
Microalgae are autotrophic microorganisms which are very nutritious, and have a high
photosynthetic utilization degree, meaning they use sunlight more efficiently than most of the plants.
This is not a recent discovery: two thousand years ago, the Chinese ate microalgae to survive famine
(Spolaore, 2006). Commercial applications of microalgae are numerous. Their nutritional values
makes them interesting for uses such as food, animal feed or nutritional supplements. Furthermore,
they are considered as a potential substitute of fossil fuel, since they have a high lipid content and they
can be converted into energy in the form of biodiesel or biogas (Wang, 2013). Third generation
biofuel, food, cosmetics, pigments for natural dyes, etc.: microalgal products are diversified, and
becoming more and more economically competitive.
Another interesting aspect of microalgae is their potential for micropollutants removal. As a
matter of fact, specific microalgae such as cyanobacteria have the potential to ingest micropollutants.
We can arrange to concentrate micropollutants from the wastewater effluent and submit them to an
additional treatment with microalgae before release (this additional treatment could be implemented
after all wastewater treatment proposed in section 4). If combined with Hydrothermal Methanisaton,
microalgae can also be burned in the gasification tank. This would be a very interesting solution to
deepen.
4.6.3.2

Bioreactors Implementation in Hill City
Studies are currently conducted to develop an appropriate system for nutrient recovery and/or
energy conversion from microalgae cultivation on concentrated human urine. Microalgae are already
grown in culture media, bioreactors containing the growing microalgae commonly lay on rooftops,
where the biomass thrives under the sunlight. Bioreactors can also be implemented on facades, saving
roof space, prized in Hill City. Because buildings are generally heated in winter, their walls are ideal
for microalgal growth, warmer than the outside air. Simultaneously bioreactors insulate the building.
As a matter of fact, innovation in this field is booming. An entirely algae-powered building was built
in Germany, in 2014. As shown in Image 7, the building is covered by bioreactor facades (Lofgren,
2013) and could be considered as a valuable reference for the implementation in Hill City.

Image 7 - Algae-Powered Building, Hamburg (Lofgren, 2013)

Current research is being done about combining rooftop microalgal growth with photovoltaic
solar panels. From all sunlight arriving on bioreactors, microalgae use only specific wavelengths. An
adequate colorant could be added, allowing the other wavelength to be received by solar panels,
therefore exploiting fully the radiations received (research undergoing under the supervision of Prof
Ludwig, EPFL, results expected for 2016).
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4.6.4

Adaptation with Hydrothermal Methanisation Wastewater Treatment: The
SunChem Technology
In line with the idea of a closed-loop system, microalgae growth and Hydrothermal
Methanisation can be combined for a maximum recovery of resources. As shown in Figure 18, urine
would be diverted at the source, and transported to feed the microalgae in bioreactors implemented on
roofs or facades. The wastewater is treated as explained in part 4.3, by the presented Hydrothermal
Methanisation process. The outputs of this treatment are salt slurry, treated water and biogas. Among
these, the salt slurry is used to feed the microalgae, the cleaned water is brought to the drinking water
treatment to re-enter the system, and biogas is used as a renewable energy to power the city. This ideal
scheme would allow full recovery of the valuables contained in wastewater. However, the SunCHem
technology is just at a conceptual stage, currently undergoing research, and there is little feedback on
operational experiences.

Figure 18 - Variant with SunCHem system

4.6.5

Limits and Possible Drawbacks
Advantages of urine diversion and opportunities given by microalgae growth have been
briefly highlighted. However, some drawbacks may also be noted:
 Even though Hill City is created for people caring about the environment and its
inhabitants are expected to share the values and to adhere to the vision of Hill City, social
acceptance amongst the inhabitants may be problematic, as the idea of having their urine
flowing on their walls may seem original to certain (Mitchell, 2013). User cooperation is
necessary for the functioning of the urine diversion toilets.
 A problem that can occur in urine diversion toilets, is the so called “urine stone”, which is
due to the precipitation of calcium phosphate and results in encrustations. This can be
solved with some maintenance, but requires experienced plumbers (von Münch, 2011).
 The outcomes of the implementation of the SunCHem process are not proven yet, since it
is a new concept, currently at a development stage.
 The adaptation of this variant with the phytoremediation treatment option or with
Nereda® would not necessarily function, as the inputs would be considerably lowered in
nutrients. These combinations would need to be carefully studied if considered, as no
research has been done on the topic to date.
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P ART 2 – WASTE MANAGEMENT
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5 Waste Management
5.1 Motivation
Within the 20th century, the world population was multiplied by four and in the same time the
resource use by eight (Krausmann, 2009). That is, on average, each human consumes twice as much as
a hundred years ago. These numbers keep increasing in the context of a society that demands always
more in terms of quality, services and variety of needs. Resources are getting scarce and the pollution
generated by all our disposed waste have disastrous environmental consequences A long term solution
has to be found and meanwhile more parsimonious lifestyles must be adopted. It is of primordial
importance to find ways to reuse materials.
As Switzerland is an exemplary country with regards to waste management, and existing
recycling paths are very efficient, the current treatment systems can be taken as a reference. We will
suggest and highlight important point of a sustainable and viable system, based on some of the best
existing exploitations, which we will use as models. We believe our best added value would be to
bring new together new ideas and focus on areas that offer range of improvement. The topic of waste
collection and the underlying transportation network in the specific structure of Hill City offers a
range of interesting possibilities, in terms of energy savings.

5.2 Waste Specification
In Switzerland, waste is categorized in three different qualities:
 Urban waste (28%),
 Construction waste (70%,),
 Special waste (2%).
We assume the waste produced in Hill City to be roughly the same per capita as the average in
Switzerland, and will base our calculations on recent statistics, precisely the data of 2012.
Construction waste is the most important portion of total waste produced, but is not included in the
range of the present work. We will study the fate of urban waste, which corresponds to the typical
household garbage, but also includes industrial waste of similar composition (OTD, 2011). An
analysis of the latest Swiss waste statistics will allow us to find domains where there is a potential to
improve recovery.

Figure 19 - Urban waste composition in Switzerland 2012 (Steiger, 2014)
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Following a recent study the average production of urban waste in Switzerland is 694
kg/capita/year, one third of it being organic waste (Steiger, 2014).
Size of Hill City
[inhabitants]
Assumption per capita/year
(Steiger, 2014)
5 000
10 000
20 000
30 000
50 000

Total urban waste
[kg]

Inorganic Waste
[kg]

Organic Waste
[kg]

694

472

222

3470
6940
13880
20820
34700

2359.6
4719.2
9438.4
14157.6
23596.0

1110.4
2220.8
4441.6
6662.4
11104.0

Table 17 - Statistical waste quantification (Steiger, 2014)

5.3 Waste Network Overview
5.3.1

Waste Sorting

Figure 20 - Waste network flowchart

Switzerland is already very efficient about its waste valorisation. Figure 20 show the global
waste flux separated into organic and inorganic matter and the possibilities for recovery. To have an
efficient recovery the waste should be sorted into at least eight different paths, namely:





Incinerable waste
Organic waste
Paper
Glass
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Organics
Paper
Glass
PET
Aluminium
Tinplate
Batteries
Total valorised waste

Quantity valorised
[kg/cap]
106
167
44
4.7
1.1
1.6
0.3
347 kg

Collection rate
[%]
47.7
97
96
81
92
86
73
50

Table 18 - Recovery of waste in Switzerland in 2012 (OFEV, 2013 & Steiger, 2014)

Incinerable waste represents 344 kg/cap (OFEV, 2013), half of total urban waste. Analysing Table 18
that presents the data of current valorisation of different types of waste, we can target the areas of
actions, where the potential for improvement is the highest.
 Biogenic waste represents the category of waste with the highest improvement potential. We
advise to emphasize on an efficient collection system and better practice of inhabitants to
enhance the rate of biomass recovery.
 Collection of tinplate (mainly cans and lids) and of batteries can be improved by putting
emphasis on their sorting and recycling, bins in stores etc.
5.3.2

Incinerable waste
We imagine an incineration plant in the inner core of Hill City, in this way the energy
recovery could be at maximum and losses to environment during transportation are minimized.
Having the plant close to habitations would thus allow an efficient energy recovery in term of heating,
hot water and electricity supply. Section 5.4 aims to provide quantitative approximation of the amount
heat recovered from incineration. However, as different types of waste are burnt and as habitations
potentially surround the installation, special attention has to be given to security and environmental
aspects such as air, water and tailings treatment. Smoke and residues from incineration must be treated
before release.
To help designing the installation we propose to use Tridel as a reference as it is a modern
waste treatment company active in canton de Vaud since 1997. It is incinerating waste and
commercialize its by-products (heat and electricity) on a very efficient way. (Tridel, 2015)

Figure 21 - Description of Tridel (Tridel, 2015)

Waste enters in the incineration plant transported by trucks (1) and is released at the entry of
the plant in the receiving hopper (2). Then, Crane bridges which are big grapples (3) take the garbage
from the hopper and deliver it to the oven ensuring a continuous alimentation. In the oven waste is
burnt (5). Generated heat is transferred to a recovery boiler (6) where it is used to heat water.
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Successively the warm air passes through electrofilters (7). They are installed to catch fly ashes and
other pollutants that have to be held and treated separately in a bio-active landfill. Finally the treated
smoke (mainly O2 and CO2) is released from the chimney (10) at a security height.
5.3.3

Organic Waste Management
Organic wastes are widely used and represent one third of total urban waste. They store a lot
of non fossil carbonaceous energy. An appropriate solution to handle this waste woule be to compost
it. Composting reduces waste amount transforming it into highly productive soil. As agriculture is an
envisioned activity in Hill City, it could be possible to sell and reuse this compost nearby, a more
quantitative approach is suggested in section 5.4. However the energy stored in waste would be lost in
form of heat during the composting stage. The other solution is to produce biogas from biomass, this
idea is to recover heat and electricity through a cogeneration process. Several technologies exists (see
Table 10 in section 4.3) and are already commercialized. Moreover, we would like to raise the
possibility to use the treatment technology emerging from the results of the multi-criteria analysis,
namely Hydrothermal Methanisation. Our proposition is to use the same treatment as for wastewater
for having a maximum of energy and nutrient recovery. Using organic waste and mixing it with
wastewater would lead to concentrate the slurry and possibly have a better efficiency, as suggested by
experts on the matter.
5.3.4

Recycling of Paper, Glass, PET, Aluminium, Batteries and Tinplate
With the recycling technologies existing today, it is possible to recycle an important fraction
of several types of waste. Namely, paper, glass, PET, aluminium, tinplate and batteries are recyclable
materials. Collection of tinplate (mainly cans and lids) and of batteries will be optimised to improve
the actual recycling rate of these materials.
Let us suggest examples of active recycling plants, around Yverdon/Lausanne. Barec is a
Swiss company active since more than 60 years in the recycling of metals and paper. It has thus
accumulated a solid experience in waste recycling. Vetropack on the other hand, recycle glass. It is
one of Europe’s leading producer of glass packaging (Vetropack, 2014). These two companies are
well established and have accumulated a lot of experience, Hill City’s waste could be directed to such
recycling facilities.

5.4 Potential for Energy and Nutrients Recovery
There are several ways in which it is possible to recover nutrients or energy from the waste.
First, from the waste that is not recycled or valorised, but incinerated, we can recover energy, as
shown in the first column of Table 19. Secondly, compost can be made from the organic waste. The
second column of Table 19 shows the total annual revenue from the sell of compost over the whole
city. However, in that case, the energy is lost in the form of heat released by the compost. The third
option is to recover this energy by forming biogas. Biogas can then be converted to heating at the rate
of 7.41 kWh/m3 or electricity at the rate of 2 kWh/m3 (Andereggen, 2014). While considering biogas
production from the waste, we link with part 4.3, because hydrothermal methanisation can also be
used for this purpose. We reuse the data from a study comparing conventional gasification and
methanisation to hydrothermal gasification, as presented in Table 10. The thermal efficiency of
biomass to SNG is about 56% from the former, where it is estimated around 66% for the latter
(Haiduc, 2009). We know the efficiency of biogas production with the conventional process to be
125m3/t (Andereggen, 2014), we can therefore estimate proportionally the efficiency of biogas
production with hydrothermal methanisation to be 147m3/t (Calculations detailed below). Table 19
aims to give a quantitative approximation of the possible recovery the two columns on the right
estimates the potential energy production from two different biogas production technologies. For the
sake of comparison with the left column, the amount of biogas production is presented in terms of
energy in form of heating.
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Energy recovery
from incineration

Valorisation of
compost

Energy potential (in form of
heating) from biogas produced

Domestic waste:
347 kg
1400 kWh/t

Organic waste:
222 kg
60% composted
sold 0,3CHF/L

2 429 GWh
4 858 GWh
9 716 GWh
14 574 GWh
24 290 GWh

333 kCHF
666 kCHF
1332 kCHF
1998 kCHF
3330 kCHF

Organic waste:
222 kg
Conventional
Hydrothermal
Methanisation Methanisation
(125 m3/t)
(147m3/t)
1028 GWh
1209 GWh
2056 GWh
2418 GWh
4113 GWh
4836 GWh
6169 GWh
7255 GWh
10 281 GWh
12 090 GWh

Table 19 - Annual potential for energy recovery and valorisation of waste

Calculations
Incineration
Energy (as heat) [kWh] = Quantity of waste per capita [kg/cap]* Rate of recovery [kWh/t] * 10-3
[t/kg] * Number of inhabitants.
Example for 5000 inhabitants: 347 * 1400 * 10-3 * 5000 = 2 429 000 kWh
Valorisation of compost from organic waste
Revenue [CHF]= Quantity of organic waste [kg/cap] * Rate of recovery as compost * Price per liter
[CHF/L] * (Compost density)-1 [L/kg]* Number of inhabitants.
The density of compost is 600 kg/m3 (Noël, 2006).
Example for 5000 inhabitants: 222 * 0.60 * 0.3 * 0,6-1 * 5000 =333 000 CHF
Biogas production from organic waste
For Conventional Methanisation:
Energy (as heat) [kWh] = Quantity of organic waste [kg/cap] * Rate of transformation to biogas
[m3/t] * 10-3 [t/kg] * Rate of transformation from biogas to energy [kWh/m3]* Number of inhabitants.
Example for 5000 inhabitants: 222 * 125 * 10-3 * 7.41 * 5000 = 1 028 137.5 kWh
For Hydrothermal Methanisation: Approximated from Table 10
Energy (as heat) [kWh] = Rate of transformation to biogas [m3/t] * Adjusted factor.
Example for 5000 inhabitants: 125 * (66% / 56%) = 147m3/t

5.5 Pneumatic Collection System
Given the structure of Hill City, its different heights and the situation of houses on the external
slopes, it is possible to take advantage of the altitudes to collect wastes. Our suggestion is to install
vertical collecting tubes, disposed in circle in the internal side of the hill. The waste would be directly
disposed in the tubes, each containing a specific sort of waste. Successively, valves will open, and one
sort of waste would enter the main tube to fall to the bottom, where containers awaits to reception it.
Then, they would be compacted and carried to the internal recycling/treatment facilities or outside for
disposal or recycling of specific materials.
Gravity would power the waste to move down in these collection tubes, but to link the
network to the waste management facility, the garbage must flow horizontally too. To allow waste to
travel in this direction, we add another feather to the tube: vacuum. Through aspiration from the
bottom, the waste would be sucked down to the end of the tube. The pneumatic collection of waste
presents many benefits such as an automated system functioning 24/7. Also, it avoids the waste
containers in public areas, and the disturbance and pollution due to dump trucks. A technical expert
from the firm Envac, that sells this pneumatic collection system, approves this concept of
implementing horizontal and vertical pipelines to take advantage of the hill. He says to be confident
about its success, and suggests a low pressure in the pipes, combining pneumatic system with the help
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of gravity, to have a minimal energy consumption (M. Mutti, contact in part 6.4). However, it is a
costly solution, and it requires the user to sort properly his wastes. Glass is the only waste that cannot
be collected through the tubes, and would therefore necessity another collection system. The
pneumatic waste collection technique is operational in many cities around the world, among which
Copenhagen in Denmark, Barcelona in Spain, but also Kuala Lumpur airport in Malaysia. It would be
a first in Switzerland.

Figure 22 - Pneumatic collection (Envac, 2015 )
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CONCLUSION
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6 Guidelines for Implementation
6.1 Highlights
Hillcity offers to its inhabitants a great life quality in a close community with minimum
traveling times, clean air with low pollution and improved connection to nature. The purpose is to
make the most of the space by building an artificial hill where infrastructures like houses and schools
would be partly on the inside and partly on the external slopes of the hill resulting in a more protected
area and still benefiting from direct contact with the outside. Infrastructures like malls and public
transportation which commonly are isolated from the outside would be built completely under the
surface which minimizes noise pollution, exhaust gases and conserves green areas. Inside, sunlight
will access through large mirrors and therefore the typical drawbacks related to underground space are
avoided. Not only would Hill City address the issue of the lack of space, but will also offer solutions
for the problem of shortage of resources, and suggests a new type of living avoiding the worries of our
century such as traffic congestion, long commute to work, pollution and individualization of society.
Material fluxes management in the context of Hill City raises many challenges and
opportunities. It is of primordial importance to think about the architectural specificities to take
advantages of the features of Hill City, the proximity of the habitations and the hill structure have to
be exploited to save heat and to facilitate transportation. The conception of a new and innovative water
flux management network necessitates to make important assumptions and decisions. Among the
variety of possibilities existing, it is a key issue for the success of the project to choose appropriate
waste and water schemes. As Hill City aims to promote an environmentally friendly way of living, we
wanted to emphasize on the importance to base the system on an ideal closed-loop model. Taking
advantage of the resources available locally and reducing the water consumption is also our concern;
therefore rainwater recovery was a suggested as well as waterless toilets.
As wastewater treatment seemed to have a large potential for enhancement of nutrients and
energy recovery, we focused on this process. Several original, environmentally friendly and innovant
technologies were suggested, to inspire the steakholder. Phytoremediation, a natural treatment based
on the action of plants, Nereda, a microbiological system using aerobic granular biomass metabolism,
and Hydrothermal Methanisation, a technology based on chemical removal of the pollutants in
specific conditions of high temperature and pression, have been chosen and detailed. We highlighted
their features and compared them using a multi-criteria analysis based on the stakeholder priorities to
allow a better overview of the advantages and drawbacks of each alternative. The results lead to reject
phytoremediation mainly because of its long treatment time and its high space requirement. Assessing
the treatments from both an economical and a technical point of view, Nereda appears to be the better
option. But, to be consistent with Hill City vision, we emphasize on the environmental aspects, and in
that case the best treatment is Hydrothermal Methanisation. In fact it has the greatest recovery
potential from both the nutrient and energy recovery point of view, and works best with a concentrated
water flux.
Having all information in hand and guided by competent experts, we analysed possible
variants of the system in order to increase water network efficiency and to fit, to the extent possible, to
the ideal concept of a closed-loop system, where a maximum of each flux can be recovered and
reused. We suggest the solution that appears to lead to the best overall efficiency. This would be to
implement the Hydrothermal methanisation treatment, with separation of fluxes in the water network.
Waterless toilets should be used in order to have organic matter concentrated in black water, grey
water allow to adapt the dilution. Urine is diverted at the source, and can be reused in many ways,
such as for growth of microalgae which opens very promising opportunities. Besides, research is
undergoing about the possibility to dispose grey water some organic waste as well, as fed for the
microalgae.
However, the risk must be kept in mind, robustness of the results is very scarce and further
research about wastewater treatment via Hydrothermal Methanisation is required.
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Last but not least, the waste network was introduced. A brief overview of the waste fluxes was
presented, where the different sorts of waste were described and estimated. The potential for recovery
of materials and energy, from recycling paths and incineration have been investigated. We found that
the potential for energy recovery from burning waste that cannot be valorised some other way, is very
important. Organic waste can be valorised through the production of compost or biogas. To bring
novelty and added value, we focused on enhancement of collection the recovery efficiency, proposing
the efficient solution of a pneumatic collection system.

6.2 Rules for a sustainable way of life
Simple measures, taken at an early stage, can have significant impact on the overall city’s
footprint. This is the reason why we believe attention should be given to the Hill City’s inhabitant’s
way of life. Influencing habits and daily behaviours at the city scale will allow the inhabitants to have
naturally the proper behaviour, without even needing to think about it. The whole architecture,
organisation and facilities should be thought to promote an ecological way of living. This chapter aims
to raise several suggestions, that is, for example, sorting the waste should not be an option, but the
only available possibility.
6.2.1

Suggestions for a parsimonious use of water
In order to minimise water consumption, and as stated in section 3.1.3, we suppose that the
inhabitants of Hill City will adhere to a sustainable way of life. There are several measures that can be
taken upstream, during the stage of conception of Hill City.
Construction and choice of efficient appliances
Low-flow shower heads and faucets should be installed for every water outlet in Hill City.
They are inexpensive and easy to install. When furnishing the houses, care must be given to choose
efficient appliances. Integrating for example Chiavi Wasser Spray Water, a parsimonious water tap in
the basic facilities of Hill City would allow to reduce water flow by factor of 10 (Chiavi, - ). Aerator
allow the spray force to be as strong, with less water flowing, than a classical one. Washing machines
and toilets facilities are also an important concern. In fact, the most recent water and energy washing
machines can save about 20% water (SSWM, - ) meanwhile a well-designed toilet could save up to
30% of current drinking water use (see section 3.1.3.3). Moreover regular maintenance of pipes is very
important to avoid leaks and unnecessary water use
Conception of the green areas
Designing the parks and gardens of Hill City will also have to be done with full attention
given to the water needs of the plants, planting drought-resistant grasses will lead to water savings and
choosing native plants allow better resistance to local diseases. With Hill City specific landscape,
runoff downward may be recovered by a well-designed rainwater recovery system (as explained in
section 3.3.3).
Behaviours
Promoting in the installations and in the concept of Hill City, some simple daily behaviours
will have significant positive impact. Examples include taking shorter shower, not letting the faucet
running when not necessary, avoiding watering when it is windy or very warm, the use of foaming
soap (this allows users to only user water for rinsing instead of for soaping up and rinsing)…
6.2.2

Waste production minimization

Towards a plastic-free city
Negative impacts of plastic on the environment and on human health have been a major
concern for a few decades now, because this material is very persistent and contains some toxic
compounds (North, 2013). Moreover they have a very short time of use, plastics are destined for
landfill almost as soon as they are created. As a plastic-free city may seem utopic, we believe that a
step towards a more sustainable consumption of plastic is necessary. In fact banning plastic
completely is difficult to implement since it is widely used in innumerable ways. In medicine 85 % of
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medical equipment is done out of plastics (Granite, 1990). However we think that a more responsible
use of plastic has to be implemented in Hill city, a few rules such as a ban on plastic bags or no plastic
tableware would be a good start. Using biodegradable plastic bags is also an option to minimize
impacts and reduce their long-term pollution. There are any innovations in this field. However, these
new plastic bags are subjects to controversy: the vegetal plastic bags made from starch have a big
impact on environment because of their production chain (Bron, 2015), and the oxo-fragmentable bags
are not fully biodegradable even though they fragment in tiny particles, these are persistent in the
environment (Fontanella, 2013 & Verghese, 2009).
Less belongings, more sharing
Hill City aims to enhance the sense of community, and re-connect people to their neighbours.
Promoting the concepts of sharing and second-hand among consumers who have similar needs and
consumption habits can lower notably the overall consumption of products in the city. Encouraging
exchanges and cooperation can be done through the organisation of local neighbourhood events, such
as garage-sells or second-hand shops. Also, a concept that is booming thanks to the explosion of
internet is sharing platforms, and lending services between individuals at local scales. These websites
allow neighbours to buy only one drill, lawn-mower, raclette grill or other objects used once in a
while, for a small community. A cooperative system offering multiple sharing possibilities to Hill
City’s inhabitant will allow to minimise the products consumption of the city, and therefore its
production of waste.
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Industrial Symbiosis

Although we will not be discussing in details the management of industrial waste, and these
are specific to the type of industries implementing in Hill City, let us say a word about these, as we
believe it could be of great interest to Hill City. An advantage of thinking of the waste fluxed from an
early stage of conception of the city is to choose the industries implementing, and we suggest to have
in mind the concept of Industrial Symbiosis. In a nutshell, that is the idea of re-using the waste of one
industry as inputs for another. An incredible example is the city of Kalundborg, Denmark. The scale is
comparable to Hill City, as this city counts 20 000 inhabitants. The concept is based upon the idea that
cooperation leads to better results that competition. Each industry uses the industrial rejects and byproducts of another to supply their own process. This saves tremendous amounts of water and energy
and decreases the production of waste drastically. Figure 22 below shows a simplified scheme of the
exchanges between the industries in Kalundborg. For example, the Oil Refinery uses steam and some
water from the Power Station and returns to it other sorts of water. Instead of disposing its sulphur
waste, these are sold to a fertilizer industry. Note the importance of the different types of water fluxes.
This is a great inspirational model for the ambition of Hill City.

Figure 23 - Industrial Symbiosis in Kalundborg (Copyright © 2008 The Kalundborg Centre for
Industrial Symbiosis)

6.4 Conclusion
To conclude, let us remind the importance of the material fluxes network, in order to
correspond to the vision of Hill City as the modern, confortable and sustainable place. In the inner
core of the city, they are an essential aspect of its sustainability. Hill City aims to offer to its
inhabitants a high life quality, enhancing sense of community and a respectful way of live, both from a
human and environmental perspective. Water savings and waste minimisation are key points. Energy
management is also of primary importance and could be the topic of a similar project in the upcoming
years. The dimension of the risk should always be kept in mind during the choices and the design of
the material fluxes in Hill City. Innovant and very efficient solutions are currently being researched
and developped. Compromises always have to be made between the most efficient technologies that
are yet, still a pilot scale, and the more safe ones that do not promise such results. Last but not least
inhabitants behaviors influence the global environmental footprint of the city; simple measures, taken
at early stage can have significant overall impact. Cooperation is key, and considering social aspects in
line with the technical features is essential to the sustainability and the success of Hill City
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6.5 Contacts and Firms of Interest
In order to make the follow-up of this work easier, we provide the contacts of professionals
that we encountered and whom we presented the concept of Hill City. All firms/researchers listed
below approved the implementation of their technology/product to Hill City, and are available for
further discussion




Phytorestore (phytotreatment of wastewater)
Thierry Jacquet ,
Founder and President

thierry.jacquet@phytorestore.com

Hydrothermal Methanisation (research team)
Prof Christian Ludwig
Main investigator SunCHem

christian.ludwig@psi.ch

Gael Peng,
Doctoral Student

gael.peng@psi.ch

Eya Damergi,
eya.damergi@epfl.ch
Doctoral Student specialized for microalgae growth








Nereda®
Wouter Slotema
Product Manager responsible for Switzerland

wouter.sloterna@rhdhv.com

Wostman (Low flushing toilets section )
Pierre Friberg
Marketing and IT manager

pierre@wostman.se

Loowatt (dry toilets, still at a pilot scale)
Katilin Zhang
Communications Manager

kaitlin@loowatt.com

ENVAC (Pneumatic waste collection solutions)
Jonas Törnblom
Director Marketing and Communication

jonas.tornblom@envac.se

Maximiliano Mutti
Country Manager Italy and France)

m.mutti@envac.it
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